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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Critica! points characterize order-disorder transitions and can be 

found in sirnple fluids, rnagnetic materials, superfluid systems, binary 

alloys etc. 

The classica! theories of phase transitions are t he Van der Waals 

theory for a simple fluid and the mean field theory for magnetic systerns. 

Both theories are based on the assumption that the farces between t he 

atoms, which oroduce the cooperative phenomena, have a long range i I I . 
Although they give a good qualitative picture of many important phys i cal 

properties of ordered systems, the predictions of t hese classica! theories 

close to a critica! point are essentially wrong. The same applies to the 

classica! theories for critical points of Landau and of Ornstein and 

Zernike I I I . 

More realistic models, that have been stuclied to gain insigh t into 

the nature of critica! phenomena, take only interactions between 

neighbouring atoms into account, but nobody has as yet been able to find 

an Pxact salution f o r a three dimensional lattice. In contrast to t he 

Landau approach, which assumes that the free energy may be developped into 

a Taylor series, present theories are based on the sea l ing hypothesi s . 

This asserts that the free energy and the pair correlation functions wil l 

be generalized homogenious functions of the relevant variables. The 

consequences can be worked out exactly , but this does not lead to s pe c ific 

values of the critica! exponents, t hat characterize t he singular behaviour 

of many thermadynamie quantities (such as the specific heat, the 

compressibility or the susceptibility) near a critica! point. In fact, 

the sealing hypothesis leads only to r e lations arnongst the critica l 

exponents, which may be used to derive the functional form of the equa t i on 

of state in the vicinity of a critical point. 

An essential feature of the model systems with s hort-range interactions 

is expressed by the universality hypothesis: 

The critical behaviour of a system depends only on the lattice 

dimensionality d (usually d=l,2,3) and the number of vector components 

D that take part in the ordering process (for magnetic systems D= l , 2 ,3). 
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This hypothesis is the result of many numerical calculations by 

means of approximation procedures on the different model systems, that 

may be distinguished by the corresponding D value: D=l Ising model, 

D=2 xy-model and D=3 Heisenberg model. The numerical predictions of 

these calculations for the critical exponents have greatly been verified 

experimentally; magnetic systems have played an important role therein. 

An important consequence of the universality hypothesis is what 

we shall refer to as the smoothness hypothesis: 

Along a line of critical points, the critical behaviour of a 

system remains unaltered and will be independent of the particular 

path in thermadynamie field space across the critica! line. 

However, the smoothness hypothesis may not be applied to multicritical 

points, which are located at the intersection of two or more critical 

lines. Such a point can be found in the magnetic phase diagram of a 

metamagnet, an Ising antiferromagnet with ferromagnetic and antiferro

magnetic interactions. This multicritical point is commonly referred 

to as a tricritical point (TCP) 121. 

The numerical studies, available at present, confirm the expected 

breakdown of smoothness at a tricritical point, which is found to have 

critical exponents that differ frorn those at an ordinary critical point. 

The tricritical points thus represent an essentially different type of 

phase transition and it is of interest to study whether the three 

hypotheses valid for ordinary critica! points,will be as successful at 

a tricritical point or along a line of tricritical points. 

The present work describes an experimental investigation on the 

magnetic phase transitions in the metamagnet CsCoCl3.2020. Although most 

of the results in this thesis will be obtained from neutron diffraction 

measurements perforrned at the dutch research reactor at Petten, we shall 

also use the results from nuclear magnetic resonance, magnetic specific 

heat and susceptibility measurements performed at the university of 

technology at Eindhoven, when we describe the general properties of 

CsCoCl3.2HzO. 

In chapter II we shall review the above rnentioned phenornenological 

theories of phase transitions using the geornetrical concept of Griffiths 

and Wheeler 131. The experirnental investigation by rneans of therrnal 
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neutron scattering of the long-range order and the correlation functions 

in the critical region of magnetic systems, will be treated in chapter 

lil. It is largely basedon the workof Van Hove [4[, who adapted the 

Ornstein-Zernike theory of critical fluctuations to magnetic systems, 

in order to describe the large increase of the magnetic diffuse 

scattering near the Curie point of a ferromagnet and the Néel point 

of an antiferromagnet. This scattering, which is the magnetic analogon 

of critical opalescence,will be called critical scattering and will 

prove to be an excellent tool for the investigation of critical phenomena. 

In chapter IV we shall introduce CsCoCl3.2HzO as an example of a 

linear chain Ising antiferromagnet. We shall discuss its general 

magnetic properties; the magnetic structure, the magnetic exchange 

interactions and the magnetic phase diagram. 

In chapter V the critical behaviour of CsCoCl3.2D20 1n the vicinity 

of the Néel point, TN = 3.3K, is determined by means of critical neutron 

scattering. It will be shown that the temperature dependenee of the 

long-range order is well described by the predictions of the d=3 Ising 

model, whereas the fluctuations 1n the system have pronounced low 

dimensional characteristics. 

The results of neutron diffraction experiments 1n a magnetic field 

will be described in chapter VI. The critical behaviour along the phase 

border between the antiferromagnetic and the paramagnetic region will be 

compared with the results obtained at TN in zero magnetic field, thus 

providing an experimental test of the smoothness hypothesis. A 

tricritical point will be located at Tt = 1.85K, below this temperature 

the phase transition in a magnetic field changes into a line of triple 

points. The critical behaviour of CsCoCl 3 .2D20 in the vicinity of the 

tricritical point will be investigated and a full set of tricritical 

exponents will be obtained. It will be shown that these exponents are 

in agreement with the predictions of the sealing hypothesis at a 

tricritical point, but the numerical values are found to differ from 

those predicted by theory. 

REFERENCES CHAPTER I 

I I H.E. Stanley, Introduetion to Phase Transitions and Critical Phenomena, 

Oxford University Press. (1971). 

2[ R.B. Griffiths, Phys. Rev. Letters ~. 715 (1970). 

3[ R.B. Griffiths and J.C. Wheeler, Phys. Rev. A2, 1047 (1970). 

4[ L. van Hove, Phys. Rev. ~. 249 (1954). 

L. van Hove, Phys. Rev. ~. 1374 (1954). 
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CHAPTER Il 

CRITICAL POINTS IN MAGNETIC SYSTEMS 

2 . I. Introduetion 

According to Ehrenfest 111 phase transi tions may be classified by 

their orde r, i.e. the order of the derivatives of the Gibbs potential, 

that show discontinuities acrcss the phase transition boundary . This 

may be applied to a simple fluid at the liquid-vapour coexistence cur ve, 

which will be ca lled a first-orde r trans ition line because i t represent s 

t he discon tinuiti es in th e density p and the entropy S. The same applies 

to the t emperature axis i n the magneti c phase diagram of a ferromagnet 

below the Cur ie temperature Tc, since the equilibrium magnetizat ion M 

changes abruptly i ts sign, when the appli ed magnetic field pass es through 

ze ro. Nevertheless, by varying the pressure P and/or the temperature T, 

these d iscontinuities can be made arbitrari ly small until at a certain 

point all diEferences between both phases vanish. At this point, the 

critical point, the firs t derivatives of t he Gibbs potent ial remain 

continuous, while the higher order derivatives are diver gent, such as 

the isothermal compressibili ty KT and the magne tic susceptibi li ty x, 
o r show a characteristic A-anoma l y , such as t he specifi c hea t. For the 

phase transition a t the critical point t he classification of Ehrenfe~t 

may ~ct be used and therefore Fisher 121 has introduced the t erm higher

order or continuous transition. 

In this chapter we s hal l adopt the geometrical analysis of Griffiths 

and Wheeler 131 and we shall define a critical point as the terminus of 

a first-order phase trans ition line. Thi s approach will prove to be 

particular useful, because it can be extended in a very natural 1;ay to 

define critical lines, surfaces etc . The s ingular behaviour of the various 

therma dynamie der i vat ives at a critical·boundary vill be discussed in terms 

of critical exponents. Using the same geometrical point of view we shall 

define these exponents independent of a particular system and , by application 

o f th e sea ling hypothesis , we shall demonstrate t o wha t extent the 

d~fferent singularities are inter-related . 

Th e various theoretical models, including the c lassica l t heories, and 

the experimental verification of their predictions will be discussed along 

with the universality hypothesis, which indicates upon what features th e 
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critical behaviour of a system will depend. 

Finally we shall consider multicritical points, that can be found 

at the intersectien of two or more critical lines. It will be demonstraeed 

that the smoothness hypothesis cannot be used at these points. This will 

be worked out for a tricritical point, as it can be found in certain me ta

magnets, for which we shall defi ne a full set of exponents and discuss the 

consequences of tricritical point sealing. 

2.2. Thermodynamics 

For the thermadynamie systems that we wish to consider it is important 

to divide the thermadynamie variables into intensive and extensive parameters, 

which we shall refer to as fields and densities respectively. The fields 

have the property that they take on identical values in two phases, which 

are in thermadynamie equilibrium with each other, in contrast to densities, 

which can be used to distinguish two different phases. 

In a system with n independent variables one may define n+1 fields 

f 0 , f 1 , f 2 .... fn, with one of these, say f 0 regardedas a function of the 

rest. The dependent field f o will be called t he potential ~ (fi). Wi t h this 

choice of independent variables the n conjugate densities pi are defined by 

p. 
l 

( 2. 2. 1) 

It is always possible to choose t he potential ~ as a concave function of 

the other fields, which comprehends all the requirements of thermodynamic 

stability . 

If two phases, say A and B, are in thermadynamie equilibrium, each 

field must have the same value in both phases, 

A 
f. 

l 

B 
f . 

l. 
i 1, 2, .... n (2 . 2. 2) 

which defines in the space of the n independent fields a hypersurface 

of dimeosion n-1. If one or more densities have different values upon 

approaching a point on this surface from the side of phase A or of phase 

B, this hypersurface is a first order phase trans ition surface,which we 

shall refer to as a coexistence surface (CXS). 
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Such a hypersurface may terminate in a variety of ways 1n the 

thermadynamie field space spanned by the n independent variables. The 

CXS may interseet another CXS in a t~iple bounda~y, a hypersurface of 

dimension n-2 at which three phases are in equilibrium. Secondly, a 

CXS may terminate in a c~tical bounda~y, a hypersurface of dimension 

n-2, with the property that the discontinuities in the densities vanish 

continuously upon approaching a point on this c~tical hype~s~face. 

It has been pointed out by Griffiths and Wheeler 131 that each 

thermadynamie quantity will have two different types of critical 

behaviour depending on whether the critical boundary 1s approached 

along a path within the coexistence surface or whether the path of 

approach is nat asymptotically parallel to the coexistence surface 

at the critica! boundary. This motivates a further subdivision of the 

fields f. and the densities p .. 
1 1 

The field directions,that correspond to routes within the coexistence 

surface,will be called the non-orde~ing fields gi and the corresponding 

conjugate densities will be called the non-o~de~ing densities ni. The 

field directions,which are nat asymptotically parallel to the coexistence 

surfaces at the critica! boundary, will be called the orde~ing fields hi 

and the corresponding conjugate densities will be called the o~de~ing 

densities or the o~de~ paramete~s mi. This distinction is motivated by 

the fact that the ordering densities are discontinuous across the 

coexistence surface in contrast to the non-ordering densities. Moreover, 

to be able to discuss critica! phenomena independent of a particular 

system we define mi=O and hi=O at the critica! boundary. 

In order to demonstrate the implications of these definitions 

consider the magnetic phase diagram of a fe~~omagnet as a function of 

the two independent fields, the temperature T and the rnagnetic field H, 

fig. 2. 2. I . 

As potential ~(fi) we choose the Gibbs potential G(H,T) from which 

the entropy S and the magnetization M can be derived as 

and M=-[~J éJH T • 
(2.2.3) 

In the field space (fig. 2.2. 1.) there is a coexistence line for H=O 

and T < Tc, which separates two phases 1n which the magnetization is 
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H 

t t t 
H=O 

Tc T 

Figur e 2. 2. 1 . 

The magnetic phase diagram o f a f erromagne t as a function of the 

tempe rature T and magnetic field H. 

oppositely oriented. The diEferenee between both phases vanishes at 

the Curie point (Tc, 0), which is the critical point of a ferromagnet. 

The order parameter will be the magnetization M and the ordering 

field the magnetic field H. The entropy S and the temperature T will 

serve as non-ordering density and non-ordering field respectively. 

For an Is ing antif erromagnet the magnetic phase diagram is more 

complicated, since there is no experimentally realizable field conjugate 

to the staggered magn e tization Mst' which is the order parameter for 

an antiferromagnet: 

M 
st 

(2.2.4) 

with ~~ and ~2 the magnetization of sublattice 1 and 2 respectivily. 

Therefore we introduce as ordering field a staggered magnetic field 

Hst' a magneti c field which points in opposite directions on the two 

sublattices. 

The Gibbs po tential G(Hst'H,T) will now be a function of Hst' the 

uniform magnetic field H and the temperature T with 
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st I ac ] - ä"ïi , 

st H,T 
M 

H 
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lac] 
- äH H r' 

st' 

t t 

s 

~/;- /Hc(T) 

' ~)~~ 
c;nTN 

~~ (11)/ yt_d// 

• • 
FiguY'e 2. 2. 2. 

-I~] (2. 2. 5) 
3T H H . 

st' 

.... 
T 

The magnetic phase diagY'am of an Ising antifeY'Y'Omagnet. 

The magnetic phase diagram as a function of Hst' H and T is 

represented in fig. 2.2. 2 . In this three dimensional field space there 

is a coexistence surface in the Hst•O plane, which separates two phases, 

A and B, in which the staggered magnetization has an opposite sign: 

M 
st 

(A) 
- 11 

st 
(B) 

( 2 0 2 0 6) 

The difference between bath phases vanishes at a line of critical 

points Hc(T) or Tc(H), separating the antiferromagnetically ordered 

region from the disordered or paramagnetic region. Since the coexis tence 

surface of the antiferrornagnet is in the H,T plane both H*and r** or any 

combination of H and T rnay serve as non-ordering fields. 

* exc ept at TN. 

** except at T•O. 
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From these two examples it will be clear that the subdivision of 

the thermadynamie variables into ordering and non-ordering parameters 

will enable us to discuss critical phenomena for entirely different 

systems from a unified point of view. This will prove to be particular 

usefull in the definition of the critical exponents and the sealing 

functions, that describe the equation of state in the critical region. 

For easy future reference the result of this classification for magnetic 

systems is collected in table 2.2.1. 

Tah ~e 2. 2. 1. 

C~assification scheme for magnetic systems. 

definition ferromagnet antiferromagnet 

ordering density rn M M 
st 

ordering field h H H 
st 

non-ordering density n l1 st' s M, s 

non-ordering field g H st' T H, T 

2.3. Critical exponents 

In this section we shall consider the singular behaviour of a 

system near a critical boundary for one order parameter m and one 

non-ordering density n as a function of the corresponding conjugate 

fields h and g . 

In the coexistence surface the "distance" frorn the critica! 

boundary will be denoted by the dimensionless variable e 

( 2. 3. I) 

with ge the value of the non-ordering field g at the critical boundary. 

In general, we define the critica~ exponent À of a function f( e) 

as the power with which f(e) diverges ar vanishes as a function of e 

at the critica! boundary. This is only possible if t he following limit 

exists 



lim ln f(c) 
ln E 

E-+0 
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h=O 

and for sufficiently smallE we may simplify f(c) by writing 

f(E) '\, 
À 

E ' 

( 2. 3. 2) 

( 2. 3. 3) 

The region around the critical boundary in which eqn (2.3.3) 1s valid 

will be called the critical region. 

In the coexistence surface the critical boundary is defined by 

the vanishing of the order parameter m, which is described by the 

critical exponent 6: 

6 
I!l 'V t: ' h=O (2.3.4) 

The classica! predietien 6=4 is nat confirmed by experiment, where one 

usually finds ~hat 8 is smaller (B~I/3). 

Along a path in the coexistence surface the first derivative of the 

order parameter m with respect to the ordering field h for each phase 

will diverge at the critical boundary. We therefore write in the critical 

region: 

om"- E-y 
ah 

I h 1-+o, 
(2. 3. 5) 

The classical predietien for this divergence is y=y'=l, but experimentally 

one finds that y~y' > 1.25. 

The characteristi c À-anomaly that has been found experimentally for 

the specif ie heat at the cri ti cal boundary corresponds vJi th a logari thmic 

or nearly logarithmic àivergence of the first derivati ve of the non-ordering 

density n with respect to the non-ordering field g, i.e. 

on -ex' 
h=O og "' E g < ge ' 

( 2. 3. 6) 
on -ex 

h=O -'V E g > ge, ag 
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with lal " la' I ;;. 0. I, Ln contrast to t he classical predi ction of a 

finit e jump. 

The variation of the order parameter m as a function of t he or der i ng 

field h outside the cuexistence surface is desc r ibed by the critical 

exponent ó as 

g g 0 

c 
( 2 0 3 0 7) 

With this general definition of the critical exponent s a, 6 , y and 

ó and with the class ification of variables given in table 2.2. I. it is 

now possible to describe the cri tical behaviour of a ferromagne t and an 

Ising antiferrornagnet as i s done in table 2.3. I. 

Table 2. 3.1. 

SummaPy of definitions of the cPitiaal exponents foP magnetic systems . 

definition ferrornagnet ant iferrornagnet 

M "-' 1- /T (H) [ T rT st c 

m "" e:6 M "-' (I _T / T ) 6 
c 

M '\, [ 1-H/Hc(T)rH st 

x st 
'\, [ I - T /T c ( H) ry T 

arn e: - y ( 1-T /T ) -y' - 'V x '\, 
ah c 

x st 
'\, [1 - H/Hc(T) ryH 

eH 
s t 

( ra "-' li -T/Tc(H) T 

an - a c '\, ( 1-T/T )-a ' -'V E: 
ag H c 

x '\, [ 1-T/Tc(H)raH 

lrn l ""lh i
116 I MI '\, I H 1 1 /ó I M I '\, I H 11 / ó 

s t s t 
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Fora ferromagnet the suscept ibility x= [ ~~]r diverges strongly (y > I) 

at the Curie point Tc, while for an antiferromagnet x will display the same 

behaviour as the magnetic specific heat CH a long the line of critical 

points Hc(T), except at IN. 
st 

For an antiferromagnet there ar e several possibilities to choose the 

non-arce ring field g and it will be the task of theory to predict how the 

co rresponàing critical exponents are related. We return to this point 1n 

sectien 2 . 6 . 

2.4. The sealing hypothesis 

In this section we treat the rel ation amongst the various critical 

exponents, that can be derived for each particular choice of ordering 

field h and non-ordering field g. 

We start with the exponent inequali ties , that can be derived from 

fundamenta l thermadynamie and statistica l mechanical considerations. As 

an example we shall present two inequalities, that relate the critical 

exponents a ', B, y' and o, which are defined in sec tion 2.3.: 

the Rushbrooke inequality 141 

a' + 28 + y' ~ 2 ( 2. 4. I) 

and the CriJ)~ths inequal:ty lsl 

a' + B(ó+I) '3- 2. (2 .4.2) 

H01o~ever, the model systems that have been solved exactly, t he numerical 

estimates for critical exponents from approximation methods and the 

experimentally determined exponents all suggest that the above mentioned 

inequalit ies are obeyed as equalities. 

Although as yet nobody has been able to prove this rigorously, it 

can be deduced from the seal ing hypothesis 16 - 91, which tve discuss 

next. 

üsing the geometrical concept of sectien 2.2. the sealing hypothesi s 

can be fornu la~e-:1 as follot-~s : in the critical region, the thermadynamie 

potential ~( h,g) is a general ized homogeneaus function of the ordering field 

h and the non-ordering field g. This definition is equivalent to the 

requirenent that there ex i st t1vo parameters, the sealing powers ah and ag, 

such that 
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À <I> (h,d (2.4.3) 

is valid for any value of À. 

In order to demonstrate how t he various critical exponents are 

interrelated we differentiate bath sides of eqn (2.4.3) with respect to 

the ordering field h. This results in the following relation for the 

ordering density m: 

À m(h,F;). (2.4.4) 

Since eqn (2.4.4) is valid for all values of À we may consider À 

For h=O one gets: 

E 

-I / a 
g 

m( O, E) 
( 1-ah)/a 

m(O,l) E ' g (2.4.5) 

Recalling the definition of the c ritical exponent 8 in eqn (2.3.4 ) we 

evidently have 

B ( 2. 4 .6) 

The critical exponent ê, defined in eqn (2.3.7 ) may also be 

expressed in the sealing powers a h and ag, if we choose À = h-l /ah 

and set E=O in eqn (2.~.4), wi t h t he result: 

m(h,O) 

(I-ah) / 
ah 

m( I,O) h 

from which we conclude: 

ê 

(2.4,7) 

( 2 . 4 . 8 ) 

Furthennore, on differentiating eqn (2.4.3) t wi ce with respect to t he 

ordering field h it can be shown that 

y y 
a 

g 
(2.4.9 ) 
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Equivalently it LS not hard to demonstrate that from t he secend 

derivativ e of ~ with respect to the non- o rder i ng field g i t fe l l ows that 

o. = a ' 2-
a 

g 
( 2 . 4. I 0) 

By eliminatie n of the sealing powers ah and ag in eqns (2 . 4 . 6) and 

( 2.4. 8-10) one finall y find s 

C1 ' + 211 + y ' 2 ( 2 . 4. I I) 
and 

a ' + B(ö+l) 2. ( 2 . 4 . I 2) 

This demonstrace s that the seal ing hypothesis leads to the prediet ien 

that the RushbrookG and the Griff iths inequalities both ho ld as equalit ies . 

Another important result of the sealing hypo thesi s is that it 

ean be us ed t o derive speeifie predietions eoncerning the equation of s tate 

Ln the e ritical region. 

The equat ion of state gives the dependenee of ~n ordering density m 

as a function o f the fi elds hand g and ean be ob tained from eqn ( 2 . 4.4). 

Cons icier first the partie ular eho i ce of À 

À 

-I /a 
g 

After eliminatien of the sea ling powers ah and ag 1n faveur of t he 

eritiea l exponents B and ó we may write 

( h + I) m36, . 
e; 

This means that th e sealing hypothesis prediets that the sealed 

o rd e rings density ms(x), 

m 
s 

(x) = m(h , E) - 8-
t. 

is a funeti on of only one variabie x, 

x = 

( 2 . 4 . I 3) 

( 2 . 4. 14 ) 

(2 .4 .1 5) 
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An alternative way of sealing 1s obtained if we choose 

which re sults 1n the following equation of state: 

m(h,E) 

~ 
(2.4.1 6) 

Now we have as scaled orderings density ms(y) 

( 2. 4. I 7) 

which is solely a funetion of the variabie y 

e: 
y=l~· (2.4.18) 

The predietien of the sealing hypothesis, that all data in the 

critical region, if properly scaled, will fall on one single curve, the 

s ealing function , has been verified experimentally for a large number 

of systems i 10,111. This success of the s ealing hypothesis strongly 

supports its predictions concerning the relations between the various 

critical exponents. 

2.5. The universality hypothesis 

The first theoretica! calculations of an equation of state was 

carried o~t for the lsing ferromagnet by Gaunt and Domb I 12 1. They 

observed that the equation of state differed drastically for the t wo 

lattice dimensionalities d=2 and d=3. Gaunt and Domb also found t hat 

the sealing func tions for the three lattice structures bcc, s e and f ee 

agreed within the accuracy of their calculation, wh i ch was est i mated to 

be '~- 10%. 

These calculations have been extended by Milosevic and Stanley I 131, 

who found that the calculated s ealing functions do not depend on deta i ls 

of the lattice structure nor spin quanturn number S. The sealing func tions 

for the Ising model and the Heisenberg model, however, clearly showed 
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deviations that exceeded the accuracy of t heir cal cu lation (~ 2%). 

These calculations conf irm lvhat i s usually referred t o as t he 

u~iversality hypothesis I 14 ,1S i ; f o r a system with short-range 

interac tions, the equation of sta te in t he c ritical region and the 

critical exponents depend only on: 

i ) D, the number o f independent ve ctor components of t he order 

parameter ( usuall y D = 1, 2 , 3) . 

ii ) d, t he spa tial dimensionality of the system (usually d I, 2 , 3). 

In this sec tiori we shall use the un iversality hypothesis as a 

starting poin t for a discussion of the va r ious theore ti cal models that 

can be used t o de scri be c r itical phenomena . 

In order to discuss t he influe nce of the t wo dimensionalities d and 

D on the c ricica l behaviour of a s ystem, it is instructive to co ns ider 

the (D ,d ) plane, see fig. 2 . 5. I., where for I ' d S 4 the various 

physically r el evant cases have bee n represented . 

1 2 3 4 
Sphe r ie al model 0 == Q) .----.----......---....----....------

Heisenberg 0=3 ® () • Classic al 

xy jplanar 0=2 ® () • d>4 all 
Ising 0=1 ® • • I 

Onsager 

1 2 3 4 
lattice dimensionality d 

Figure 2. S.1 . 

... -': :2 -:> :i ) ;.-:;_Y_ -E .@ ;--:0 :c·--:; - !'c:.'.2e J:P}eY'~ .Y'.~ .) () S:ar:.le~--:;_:~:rpZa~"!. t'J'IO:"'.sitia r?. _, 

e ::;--:2- r-::.r:;e c~~~er . 

0 
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2.5.1. The dimensionality of the order parameter 

The rele of D, the number of independent vector components of the 

order parameter, also called the dimensionality of the order paramete r, 

is best demonstrated by considering the following interaction Hamiltonian: 

H - J l: 
i>/j 

es. 
~ 

s.). 
J 

( 2 . 5. I) 

The summatien is taken over neares t ne ighbours only and J is the exchange 

constant; J >O corresponds to fe rromagnetic exchange and J <O corres ponds 

to antiferromagnetic exchange. We shall assume that the spin veetors S 
have D components, which enter equally into the interactions. The three 

basic cases that can be distinguished will be 

i) D=l, the Ising model ; s = SZ 

ii) D=2 , the xy-model; s = (Sx,Sy), 

iii) D=3, the Heisenberg mode l; 
... 
s = (Sx,Sy,Sz). 

These model s for magnetic systems can also be used t o describe non-magne tic 

systems. E.g . the Is i ng model has its non-magnetic analogon in the lattice

gas model , which describes liquid-gas cr itica! phenomena. The xy-mode l can 

be used to describe the critica l phenomena near the À-point of superfluid 

He4 and He 3 - He4 mixtures. 

At thi s moment the d= 2 Ising model has been solved for H=O by 

Onsager I 161. The tra ns ition temperature T be l ow whi ch sponteneaus l ong
e 

range order wi l l occur i s determined by the exchange in terac t ions J and J' 

in the plane as : 

s inh (<Tc) sinh [<;c) 
I . (2 . 5. 2) 

Fo r the critical exponen ts one finds 12 ,1 6 1 

Cl = Cl 
t 0 

fl 1/8 d= 2 , D=l. (2 . 5 . 3) 
y y I I. 75 

é I S 
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I t has been demons tra ted by Stanley 16, 171 tha t the sferical 

model introduced by Berlin and Kac I 181 corresponds with O=oo and 

can be solved exactly for 2<d~4, with the result: 

a 

B 

y 

a' 

2 
d-2 

(4-d) 
d"-=2 

2<d;:<:4' D=oo. (2.5.4) 

If the lattice dimensionality d exceeds d=4 the critical exponents of 

the sferical model assume the values of the mean-field model 161: 

a = 0 

B 

y 

d~4. D=oo. (2.5.5) 

The exactly solvable models mentioned above confirm the predictions of 

the sealing hypothesis and the critical behaviour is in agreement 

with the universality hypothesis. 

2.5.2. The lattice dimensionality 

The one dimensional lattices (d=1) have been solved for all D I 191 

and it has been shown that in the case of short-range interactions, 

there can be no long-range order except for T=O. Evidently in the systems 

that can be realized in an experiment, the preserree of small couplings 

between the chains can not be avoided and will always cause the system to 

establish three dimensional long-range order if the temperature gets low 

enough. 

For two dimensional lattices (d=2) only the Ising model shows 

long-range order. For the d=2 xy-model and the d=2 Heisenberg model lzoj 
it has been proven that there can be no spontaneous long-range order 

except for T=O. However, it has been pointed out by Stanley and Kaplan 

1211 that there may be a non-zero temperature at which ~~ diverges 

(exponent y), but below which the order parameter m remains zero. The 

evidence for this Stanley-Kaplan transition comes mainly from series 
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expansions and is very streng especially for the d=2 xy-model. A review 

of the theoretica! arguments leading to the Stanley-Kaplan transition 

has been given by Stanley I 191. At this moment, however, nobody has been 

able to verify this type of transition experimentally. 

For the three dimensional lattices (d=3) the only exactly solvabl e 

magnetic models are the mean-field model and the sferical model. 

The failure of the mean-field model is due to the neglect of shor t

range interactions. However, it can be shown that t he mean-field t heory 

becomes exact in the limit of an infinite interaction range or if t he 

lattice dimensionality exceeds d=4 1221. 

For the more realistic models, D=l,2,3, no exact salution for t he 

critica! behaviour is available as yet. The critical exponents, however, 

can be derived from series expansion analyses and are presented in 

table 2.5.1. 

Table 2. 5.1. 

NumericaZ estimates for the cri ticaZ exponents for t he modeZs that show 

long-range order. 

Model a B y ó n V Reference 

d=2 Ising 0 1/8 I. 75 I 5 .1 
4 I 12, I 6 1 

d=3 Ising 1/8 . 312 I. 25 5 .os .63 1231 

d=3 xy-model '1-Ü '1-.33 I. 33 5 '1-Ü '1-. 66 124 1 

d=3 Heisenberg '1-Ü '1-. 37 I. 40 5 .04 '1-. 72 I 2SI 

For completeness, in table 2.5.1. we have added t he critica! exponents 

n and v. They describe the critical behaviour of the pair correlation 

function in the critica! region, to be treated in chapter lil. 

The predictions of the various model systems for the critical 

region have been confirmed experimentally for a large number of systems, 

both magnetic and non-magnetic. 
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2.6. The smoothness hypothesis, multicritical points 

Another important consequence of the universality hypothesis is that 

the critical behaviour along a critical boundary remains unaltered and is 

independent of the particular path g in the coexistence surface that is 

chosen to approach the critica! line: the smoothness hypothesis I 15,261. 

This may be applied to the Ising antiferromagnet, for which the 

magnetic phase diagram has been represented in fig. 2.2.2. According to 

the smoothness hypothesis the critical exponents which can be defined for 

an approach as function of temperature T and of magnetic field H, will be 

the same, i.e. SH=ST and yH=yT in table 2.3. I. 

However, it has been pointed out by Griffiths I ISI that there exist 

special points in thermadynamie field space at which smoothness and, hence, 

the conventional description of critical points may breakdown. These 

points are located at the intersectien of two or more critical lines, 

corresponding to different ordered phases, and will be called multieritieal 

points. In this sectien we shall discuss two examples of such multicritical 

points that can be found in magnetic phase diagrams. 

Consider the magnetic phase diagram of a simple d=3 Heisenberg anti

ferromagnet with a small uniaxial anisotropy, see fig. 2.6. I. In termsof 

the mean field model we shall identify the exchange energy with an 

internal field HE and the anisotropy with a field HA. 

In zero uniform external magnetic field, H=O, the system is ordered 

antiferromagnetically for T<TN. If at T=O the magnetic field H is applied 

parallel to the preferred axis of antiferromagnetic alignment, the z-axis, 

the spin system will "flop" over, via a first-order phase transition, into 

an alignment that is predominantly perpendicular to the easy axis at the 

spin-jïop field Hsf: 

(2. 6. I) 

In the spin-flop phase a further increase of the magnetic field will 

gradually rotate the spins until at the critical field He 

H 
c 

(2.6.2) 
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H 
t r 

He critica I line (3d- XY) 
....... / 

...... 
....... "I ' ' '\ 

spin flop phase \ 
\ 

Hb \1 f f Blcritical Point -- ' Hst l ! \ \ 

! r 
\ _ critica! line (3d Ising) 
\ 
\ 

0 
Tb TN T 

Figure 2. 6. 1. 

The magnetic phase diagram of a simpte uniaxial Heisenberg antiferromagnet . 

their main direction is again parallel to the easy axis and the dis- ordered 

a r paramagnetic reg i on i s entered . 

In the ant iferromagnetic phase the order parame t er i s ob t ained from t he 

z-components of the s ubl a ttice magnetizations, 

m 

111 z - Mz z 

2 (2 . 6 . 3) 

In the spin-f lop phas e the order pa r ameter will be determined by the 

components of the sublattice magnetizations perpendicular to the uniform 

magnetic field , i . e . 

2 
( 2 . 6 . 4) 

with ~I and ~2 the magnet i za tion on sublatt ice I and 2 respec tively. 

Theref ore , in the two dimens iona l field s pace o f fig. 2. 6. 1 bath pha s es 

a re separated by a line of fi rst order phase trans itions , the spin- flop line 
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Hsf(T). This line ends in a point (Tb,Hb) at the intersection of two 

critical lines, terminaring the antiferromagnetic phase for H<Hb and 

the spin-flop phase for H>Hb respectively. At the point (Tb,~) two 

critical lines meet each other and it is therefore called a bicritical 

point 1271. 

At the Néel point (TN,O) the critical behaviour of the system 

will be d=3 Ising-like because of the small anisotropy that we have 

assumed. According to the smoothness hypothesis the critical behaviour 

will remain d=3 Ising along the line of critical points for H<Hb. 

For H>Hb, because of the different order parameter, the universality 

hypothesis prediets that the critical behaviour will be d=3 xy-like. At 

the bicritical point the smoothness hypothesis can not be used and a 

different critical behaviour may be expected. 

The first theoretical studies of the bicritical point suggest that 

the bicritical exponents are the same as those of a fully isotropie 

Heisenberg system 1281. Until now, however, no experimental investigations 

into this matter have been performed. 

As can beseen from eqns (2.6.1-2), an increase of the anisotropy 

field HA will increase the spin-flop field Hsf and decrease the critical 

field He. The two transition fields become equal if HA=HE and for HA>HE 

the magnetic phase diagram resembles that of the Ising antiferromagnet 

as displayed in fig. 2.2.2. 

If there are only antiferromagnetic interactions, the phase boundary 

Hc(T), separating the antiferromagnetic and the paramagnetic region in the 

experimentally accessible H,T plane, ~s a critical line for O<T~TN· 

However, if the system contains both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic 

interactions, the phase boundary Hc(T) changes from a critical line into 

a line of first-order phase transitions below a certain temperature T=Tt, 

see fig. 2.6.2. 

The antiferromagnets that fall into this class will be called 

metamagnets. The point (Tt,Ht) is called a tricritical point (TCP) I 291; 
a point where three critical lines meet. This is best explained by 

consiclering a three dimensional field space spanned by the temperature T, 

the magnetic field H and the staggered magnetic field Hst 
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H 

t t 
He 

Ht 
TCP 

' ' ' ' \ Hc(T) 

r ! ~ 
\ 
\ 
I 

Tt TN T 

Figu:re 2. 6. 2. 

The magnetic phase diagram of a met amagnet in t he exper imentaZl y accessible 

T,H p lane . Fu lZ Zine corresponds t o a line of fi rst- order phase t ransitions , 

whi ch ends i n a t ricri t ical point (TCP). 

Consider first the magnetic phasediagrams of an Ising antiferromagnet 

and a ferromagnet i n thi s ex t ended field s pace. For an Ising antiferromagnet 

there i s a coex i s tence s ur f ace in the H
5

t =O plane bounded of by a c r i ti cal 

line, see fig. 2. 2 .2. For a ferromagnet the three di~ensiona l magnet i c 

pha s e di agram will be identical, with t he r o l e of Hs t and H i ntercha nged. 

A metamagnet has both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions. 

This i s reflec ted i n the phas e diagr am. As can be s e en in f ig. 2. 6.3 , ther e 

exis t t hr e e coex i s t ence s urfaces tha t i nte r see t in t he Hs t=O plane on a 

line of triple points. At the high temperature s ide the boundaries of the 

t hree coex i stence s urfaces mee t in the tri critica l point ( O, Tt,Ht). 

The coexistenc e surf a ce in t he Hst=O plane is caus ed by the ant i ferro

magne ti c inter ac tions J AF and the t wo "wings", whi ch come ou t in a 

symme tr ica l fa shion into the r eg ions Hs t >O a nd Hs t <O f or H s uff i c i en t l y 

l a rge, are caused by the ferromagnetic interactions J F . If J F becomes large 

wi t h r espect to jJ AF I the tr i cr itica l po i n t a pproaches the Nee l point 

( O, TN,O) . If ther e a r e only an tiferromagne ti c in t e r act i ons t he tri c ri ti ca l 

point r ecedes t o T=O . 
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critica! lines 

triple 

Hst T _____. 

FiguY'e 2. 6. 3. 

'lhe th:ree dimen.sional magnetic phase diagY'am of a metamagnet . 

At the tri cri tical po i n t the smoothness hypothesis can not be used . 

In fac t, the fe~>' nume rical studies availab l e at thi s momen t strongly 

suggest t ha t at a tr i critical point the breakdown o f smoothness leads 

to completely ne\~ critical behaviour. This \VÎll be discussed in the 

next section . 

2. 7 . Tri c r i tica l point s 

Along thP critical l i ne Hc(T ) ~n the H
5

t=O plane in fi g . 2. 6 . 2 , 

the order pa r ameter is Ms t and t he ordering field i s Hst' while any 

combination of H a nd T may se rve as non-orde ring field . The critica l 

exponen ts, defined in th e same way as f or the Is ing anti fe rromagnet i n 

tabl e 2 .3. ! ., r etai n their d=3 I s ing val ue s up to the tricri t i cal point . 
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At the tricritical point these exponents change discontinuously to a 

new set of tricritical exponents, which we shall denote by a subscript 

t, following the proposal of Griffiths [30[. 

An alternative set of exponents may be defined i f one regards the 

tricritical point as the terminus of the triple line in the Hst=O plane. 

These so-called subsidiary tricritical exponents [30 [ will be denoted 

using a subscript u. For the ordering density Griffiths [30[ proposes 

to choose the discontinuity of t he magnetization fiM accross the trip le 

line and for the ordering field H-Ht. The non-ordering field gu must be 

chosen along the line of triple points in the Hst=O plane, see fig. 2.7.1. 

' 
x3 

\ 
\ 

I 

Tt TN T 

Figure 2. ?.1. 

The experimentally accessible T,H plane fora metamagnet with the 

de finit ion of the directions x 2 and x 3 • 

The thermadynamie parameters that correspond to t hese two sets of 

tricritical exponents have been collected in table 2.7. I. 
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Table 2 . 7. 1. 

De/inition of the di fferent sets of tY'icrit">al exponrmts for a metamagnet. 

def inition CXS, H 
st 

=0 Triple l ine (u) Trip l e line (tr ) 

+ -
m M CIM, M - M t' M - M CIM 

st t st 

h H H- H H 
st t s t 

11 -H/ H (T) I' 11-
1 

/ T (H) I 
gu gu 

e: ! 1- / g I 11- /g I c c CU CU 

CIM "' e:Bu 

ffi'\, f: B M s t 
", e:B t + 

M -M "' t e: 
B+ CIM 

st 
"' e:Btr 

- s-M - M "' E 
t 

am '\, E-y x "'f:-y t 
äh s t x 'V f: -yu 

x st 
'V E-Y tr 

an - a -a~ 

"' f: x "' E L 
ag -a e: - atr c "' f: u c "' H H - a 

eH 'V f: t 
st 

I mi "' I h 1
1 16 

IMst I 'V I H 11 /ó t IM-~1 I "' IH-H [
116

u lH I 'V lH 11/ó n 
st t t st st 

In table 2.7. I. we have added a third set of tricri tical exponent s, 

subscript tr, which is obtained by consiclering the discontinui t y in 

the staggered magnetization CIMs t as the order parameter along the triple 

line . Furthermore , Ht is t he va lue of H at t he tricritical point and M+ 

and M denote the values of t he magnetization M in the di sor dered region 

H~Hc(T), and in the ant iferromagnet i cally ordered region H~Hc(T) 

respec tively, with 

CIM 
+ -

M -M . ( 2. 7 . I ) 
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The different sets of tricritica l exponents can be related to each 

other by applying the sealing hypothes is at the tricritical point 

130- 32 1. Therefore wedefine th e center of a coordinate system (xl,xz , x3) 

at the tricritica l point. The first axis x1 points into the direction of 

Hst' x2 and x3 are in the ex perimentally accessib le T,H plane, wi th x3 

lying tangent to Hc(T) in the tricritical point, see fig. 2.7.1. 

The tricriti ca l point sealing hypothesis c an now be formula ted in 

termsof the thermodyna~ic potential ~(xl,xz,x3), by demanding t hat ~ is a 

generalized homogeneaus function of the variables x1 ,x2 and x3 . This 

means that there exist three sealing powers, a1,a2 and a3, such t hat fo r 

all À : 

(2 . 7 . 2) 

Fr om eqn ( 2 .7 .2) a ll tricritical exponentscan be derived and expressed 

~n a 1 ,a2 and a 3 . 

Diff e r e ntiating bath sides of eqn (2.7.2) wi t h respect to xz fo r 

Hst=O and T~Tt yields: 

(2 . 7.3) 

Using the results of sectien 2 .4. we find that t he s ubsidiary tricritical 

exponents are solely determined by a 2 and a 3 , i. e . 

+ 
l-a2 

B B 

az 
ou 1-a2 

( 2 . 7 . 4) 

I 
2az-l 

y u Yu a3 

I 2- ..!._ Cl u Cl u a3 

Alternatively we may consider x3 =0 and dif fe r ent i a te eqn (2 .7. 2) wi th 

respect to x1, 
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(2.7.5) 

With the result of section 2.4. we now find that the tricritical 

exponents with subs cript t are solely determined by al and a2, c.f. 

table 2.7.1. 

al 
0 1-a1 t 

(2.7. 6) 
2al - l 

y ' 
t yt a2 

a' Ct 2- ..!___ 
t t a2 

Moreover, from eqn (2.7.2) we ob tain for the exponents with subs cript 

tr, c. f. table 2. 7.1.: 

l-a 1 
8tr a 3 

2a1-J 

Y' tr ytr a3 

(2.7.7) 

0 0 
tr t 

Ct Ct 
tr u 

The consequence of tricri tical point sealing is that t he three 

sets of exponents sa t isfy the us ual sealing relations, e.g. 

(2.7. 8) 
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The sets of tricritical exponents are related to each o ther by 

the cross over exponent~ = a 2/a3 , e.g. 

(2.7.9) 

At this moment several roodels displaying a tricritical po int have 

been solved exactly using the mean-field approximation. The d=3, S=! 

Ising model has been treated by Bideaux et al. l33l, the S=l Ising model 

by Blume et al. 1341 . Nagle and Bonner l35 l solved the d=l, S=! Ising 

model in a staggered field . The correlation functions in the tricritical 

region have been treated by Furman and Blume l36l using a Ornstein

Zernike approximation. 

Numerical studies by Riedeland Wegner 1371, using renormalization 

group techniques 1221, have shown that, apart from logarithmic corrections 

1381, the above mentioned mean fi eld calculations s hould give a good 

description at the tricritical point. 

These classical values for the tricritical exponents are independent 

of S and d and in agreement with tricritical point sealing; 

at ! . st l 
4 . Yt I . t\ 5, 

au -I . SU Yu I . ó u 2, (2.7.10) 

atr = -I . str = ! . Y tr = 2 . 6 tr 5 . 
in agreement with ~ = 2, a1 = 5/6, a2 = 2/3 and a3 = 1/J. 

Experimentally, at this moment, tricritical points have been reported for 

the metamagnets FeCl2 l39l, Ni(N03) 2 .2H20 l4ül, CsCoCl3.2H20 141 I and 

dysprosium aluminium garnet (DAG) 1421. 

Furthermore, a tricritical point 1s found in He3-He4 mixtures, where 

for He3 concentrations below 67%, the mixture is able to support a 

À-transition, but at higher concentrations, the system undergoes a f irs t 

order transition into two phases of which only the He4-rich phase is 

superfluid 129,431. 
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In chapter VI we shall present the results of an experimenta l 

study of the tricritical po i nt in CsCoCl3.2D20 , whic h we shall campare 

with the results ~hat have been obtained on other systems, ba t h 

magnetic and non-magnetic, that exh i bita tricritical point in sec tion 6 . 7 . 
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CHAPTER III 

MAGNETIC CRITICAL SCATTERING 

3.1. Introduetion 

In the vicinity of the critical point (Tc, Pc) of a simple fluid, 

light is strongly scattered into the forward direction at small angles. 

This is the well-known phenomenon of critica! opalescence. Similar 

scattering is observed with neutrons at the Curie point of a ferromagnet 

and the Néel point of an antiferromagnet, where this diffuse scattering 

is called critical scattering. 

It is now well established that the greatly enhanced scattering is 

due to the rapid increase in the spatial range of the fluctuations 

occurring in the order parameter of the medium if the critical point is 

approached. In a simple fluid we will have density fluctuations. For 

magnetic systems the fluctuation in the bulk magnetization M or in the 

staggered magnetization M cause the enhanced scattering, which is 
st 

peaked around the reciprocal lattice points at which Bragg scatterin~ 

occurs below Tc. 

From the theoretica! point of view the scattering is proportional to 

the Fourier transferm of the space-time correlation function, which under 

certain specific conditions reduces to the static correlation function. 

The calculation of the intensity of the critical scattering thus reduces 

to a study of the pair correlation functions and especially their long

range slow spatial decay in the critical region. 

The classical theory of critical scattering has been developed by 

Ornstein and Zernike I I I and has been adapted by van Hove 121 to describe 

the profile of the rnagnetic critical scattering. In the recent years, 

however, it has been recognized that not all the assumptions made by 

Ornstein and Zernike are correct and consequently rnodified functional 

forrns for the scattering int2nsity have been put forward. 

In this chapter we shall review the general theory for scattering of 

neutrons by a magnetic system, which gives the relations between the 

fluctuations in the order parameter, the wave vector-dependent susceptibility, 

the spatial range of the correlation functions and the shape of the critical 

scattering profiles. Furthermore, the experimental observation of critical 

scattering will be discussed. 
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3.2. Magnetic correlations and neutron scattering 

The motion of a neutron may be charac terized by a ve locity 
->-

wavelength Àn' a wave vector kn' a mass Mn and a kinetic energy 

which are inter-related by the well known relations: 

E M V 2 , 
n n n 

k M V /n 
n n n 

À 2'!1 n/M V , 
n n n 

-T 

v , a 
n 

E ' n 

( 3. 2. I) 

with ~ = 1.05 I0-
34 

Js and M = 1.67 I0-
27 

kg . If we want to describe the 
n 

neutron scattering in terms of the statistical properties of t he system, 

it is useful to define the following quantities: 
->-

the scattering vector K as the neutron wave vector change in a scattering 

experiment, 

... 
K 

->-
k (3. 2. 2) 

->- ... 
with k

0 
and k the wave vector of the incoming and the scattered neutron 

respectively, and 

the neutron energy loss óE 

óE 11w (3.2.3) 

Furthermore, wedefine the space-time spin correlation function GaB(R,t), 

x,y,z (3.2.4) 

which reduces to the static spin correlation function Ga B(R) for t=O, 

and the space-time Fourier transfarm of the correlation function, êa8(;,w) 
+ex> 

-as -+ 
G (K,w) I -+ ->- a B ->-

~ dt i exp {i(K.R-wt) } G (R,t). (3.2.5) 

If a beam of thermal neutrons is incident upon a solid, the interaction of 

the nuclei of the atoms with the neutrons will give rise to diffraction. 
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which can be compared with the diffraction of x-rays. Since the neutron 

carries a magnetic moment, there will be magnetic scattering in addition, 

due to the interaction of the neutron and the electrons. The double 

differential magnetic c ross-sectien for unpolarized neutrons per unit 

solid angle Q and per unit energy E is determined by aas(;,w) IJ l as 

2 
d2o N ye2 k I f(;) I 

2 

(êa8-~a~8) 
~as ...,. 

dQdE ~ (ï1'C"2") k 
l: G (K,w); 

e 0 a8 
(3. 2.6) 

with N the number of ionic spins 

y the gyromagnetic ratio of the neutron 

M the electron mass 
e 

e the unit charge 

c the velocity of light 

f(;) the magnetic fermfactor 

The factor (êaB-KaKB), with Ka the a-th component of a unit vector in 

the direction of the scattering vector;, indicates that in the case of 

elastic scattering, the spin correlation component along the scattering 

vector does not contribute to the scattering. 

In an experiment, it is much simpler to measure the differential 
. do (..,.) h d . . . . c ross-sectlon dQ K , t an to e term1ne the 1nelast1c cross-sectton by 

. do -+) an energy analys1s of the scattered beam. Hmvever, dQ (K can not be 

related directly to the static correlation function GaS(R) by Fourier 

inversion for t=O of Gas(;,w), since in the presence of inelasticity the 
..,. 

scattering vector K is a function of the energy transfer öE. 

From eq. (3.2.1) it can be derived that 

Clk 
n 

öE 
V 1\ 

n 
(3.2.7) 

So, if inelasticity is present, the scattering vector ~ changes its 

direction and its length. lf we wish to determine the static correlation 

function directly, we must require l ök I to be small with respec t to the 
n 

width k
1 

of the profile of êa8(;), the Fourier transfarm of the static 

correlation function: 

~ exp i (;.R) Ga8(R) 
R 

(3.2.8) 
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The rec iprocal of k
1 

can be i n terpreted as an effective correlation 
afl + length, which determines the exponential decay of G (R) for large R. 

Using eGn (3.2.7) we obtain the condition; 

1i/ liE (3.2.9) 

The magnetization fluctuations are respons ible for the inelasticity ; 

the left hand side of eqn (3.2 .9) is a characteristic time associated 

with th em . The right hand side is the time of passage of a neutron along 

a correlation l e ngth. In other words the magne tiza tion must appear 

static to the neutron. Therefore eqn (3.2.9) is called the quasi-static 

condition. 

If in an experiment the quasi-static condition, eqn (3.2.9), 1s 

fullfilled, the differential cross-sectien can be written as 

(3.2.10) 

For an lsing spin sys tem we may concentrate on the longitudinal correlation, 

i.e. the correlation with respect to the easy axis, 

(3. 2. I I) 

In other words, the differential cross-sect ion gives direct ly the spatial 

Fourier transfarm of the sta tic correlation function. 

The behaviour of the differential cross-sectien in the vicinity of the 

critica! point and the relation •vith the thermadynamie properties of a 

magnetic system is best seen by interpreting the cross-section in terros of 

a wave vector-dependent susceptibility. 

3.3. The wave vector-dependent susceptibility 

In a simple uniaxial antiferromagnet, belm1 its Néel point T = TN' the 

magnetic moments on alternate lattice sites point parallel and anti-parallel 

to the easy axis. For most antiferromagnetic compounàs this is directly 

detected in neutron scattering experiments, by the appearance of magnetic 
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-+ 
superlattice reflections, corresponding to scattering veetors K 

-+ 
K 

0 

appropriate to the magnetic unit cell implied by the alternaring order. 

The intensity of these reflections is deterrnined by the staggered 

magnetization M5 t (T), which may be defined by introducing a staggered 

magnetic field H
5
t: 

+H for R on one sublattice 
s 

-H for R on the other sublattice 
s 

Such a field will induce an alternaring magnetization: 

M 
st 

-+ 
(R) x (;) exp (i; .R) dHs' st o o 

0 

(3. 3. 1) 

(3.3.2) 

which defines the corresponding staggered susceptibility x (; ). 
st o 

More general, if a static but spatially varying field is applied 

to a sample we may define x(;) as the quotient of the K-th Fourier 

component of the magnetization change to the corresponding Fourier 

component of the applied magnetic field. Distinguishing between the 

cartesian components a,S, we obtain the general expression for the wave 

vector-dependent susceptibility xas(;) 

(3.3.3) 

For an Ising spin system we need only to consider the longitudinal 

component x 22 (~), which reduces to the susceptibility x(T) for ;=0 and 
-+ -+ 

to the staggered susceptibility xst(T) for K=K
0

. 

The generalization of the susceptibility to non-zero wave vector 

· · b aS(-+) · 1 d h h · ~s ~mportant ecause x K ~s re ate to t e ot er therrnodynarn~c 

properties of a magnetic system and, via the fluctuation-dissipation 

theorem, to the scattering of thermal neutrons by such a system. It can 

be shown 131 that: 

~ aS -+ 
G (K,w) 

n 
,t=O. (3.3.4) 
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- aB -+ with Gn (K,w) the space-time Fourier transfa rm of the net-correlation 
aB -+ 

func tion Gn (R,t), 

G a B(R,t) = < s a(O) sft (t) > - < s a (O) > < s~ (t) > , 
n o R o R 

(3.3.5) 

which contains the correlations between the deviation of two spins, 
-+ 

separated in R and t, from their average value. If in addition to the 

quasi-static condition, eqn (3. 2 .9), ~w/kbT is smallover the important 

r egion of integration in e qn ( 3 .3 . 4), we can set the term betwe en bracke ts 

equal to unity and perfarm the Fourier inversion with respect t o w f or 

t=O. This means for a scattering experiment 

(3.3.6) 

1vi th the re sult 

G a6(-+) n K , (3 .3.7) 

which relates the wave vector-dependent sus ceptibility to the Fourier 

trans farm of the s tatic net-correlation function. By campari sen of eqns . 

(3.2.4), (3.2.10), (:!.3.5) and (3.3.7) we find the relation between the 

differential cross- sectien ~~ (;) f or therma l neutrons a nd xaB (;) as 

do -+ 
dQ (K) 

+ 

2 

if(~) l E 
a,B 

- - [ kbT a6 -+ ( Ó - K K ) -- X (K) + aB a B 2 2 
g \lb 

(3.3.8) 

If we r es triet ourselve s to I s ing s pin systems we ob tain a mo r e s imple 

expr ession, 
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I + , 2 + 2 1 k T zz _,. 
'V f(K) (1-Kz ) _b __ X (K) +i< 

g21J 2 
L b 

o R s z > < S~ > exp (i ;.R) J (3.3.9) 

The first term of eqns (3.3.8) and (3.3.9) 1s proportional to the wave 

vector-dependent susceptibility and causes the critica! scattering. The 

secend term is a measure of the long-range order present in the system and 

is called magnetic Bragg scattering. The variatien of the critica! 

scattering as a function of scattering vector ; is determined by the 

static net-correlation function, eqn (3.3.7), and will be temperature 

dependent. The intensities of the Bragg reflections are proportional t o 
z 2 + + + 

delta functions < S > 6 (K- TM), where TM is a vector of the magnetic 

reciprocal lattice. In practice the peaks have a finite width determined 

by the r esolution of the spectrometer and the mosaic spread of the 

scattering single crystals . We shall return to this point in sectien 3.5. 

For a simple uniaxial f ePPomagnet the magnetic symmetry is the same 

as for the lattice, t herefore a reciprocal lattice vector, and 
+ 

we may concentrare on the scattering for small K. The magnetic Bragg 

scattering in the forward direction is related to the magnetization M(T) 

and will only be present forT~ Tc. In zero magnetic field and just below 

the Curie point Tc we thus have 

2 
dcr (0) "' < Sz > 
d>l 

Bragg 

T 2!3 
"' M2 ( T ) "' (I- T) 

c 
(3.3.10) 

The critica! scattering in the forward direction is proportional to 

x(;=O), this is just the susceptibility x(T), which fora ferromagnet 

diverges at Tc: 

dcr + T - y 
d>l (K=O) "' X (T) "' 11- ~~ ( 3. 3. I I) 

The magnetic scattering, however, coincides with the nuc lear scattering 

from the lattice, which in certain cases hinders the determi nation of 

the critical point exponents !3, y and y' for a ferromagnet. Due to the 
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limited width of the nuclear and magnetic Bragg scattering and the finite 

width of the critical scattering, x(T) can be extrapolated if mathematical 

expressions for x(;) are available . 

For a simple uniaxial antiferromagnet the magnetic Bragg scattering 

is related to the staggered magnetization M (T) 
st 

1 exp 
R 

S~ > "' H2 (T). R st 

In the vicinity of the critical point T~ we t hus have 

d T 2B 0 
(; ) "' M2 (T) "' ( 1- -) 

dfl o st T 
Bragg N 

(3 .3.12) 

(3 .3.13) 

For ;=;
0 

, x(;
0

) is just the staggered susceptibility xst(T), \vhich 

diverges for an antiferromagnet at the cri tical point, we therefore set 

do ->- T ~-y 
(K ) 'V X (T) 'V 11- -

dfl o st T:-1 
(3 .3.14) 

Below TN the magnetic Bragg peak will be superimposed on the critical 

profile and close to TN the separation of both effects may be difficult. 

For most antiferromagnets, however, the absence of nuclear scattering in 
.... 

the direc tions K
0 

makes the determination of t he critical point exponents 

B, y and y ' much easier than fora ferromagnet. 

3.4. Scattering approximants 

In order to develop the classical theory of Ornstein and Zernike I I I it 

1s convenient to àivide the static net-correlation function G (R) into 
n 

two terms 

.... 
G (R) 

n 
(3 .4. 1) 

In eqn (3.4. 1) the first term is the contribut i on to G (R) due to the 
n 

correlation of a spin with itself, and the secend term contains the 
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correlation between two spins separated in ~; we consider Ising spin 

systems, i.e. the correlation with respect to the easy axis. Nex t 

we introduce the so called direct correlation f unction C(R), which 

originates f rom the direct interaction between two magnetic moments and 

thus will be short-range even in the cri tica! region . The correla tion 

r<R2-R1) between two spins at R1 and R2 , however, becomes l ong-range 

in the critical region and according to Ornstein and Zernike I I I can 

be regarded as caused by (fig. 3 .4. I) 

i t he direct influence of I on 2 descr ibed by t he direc t correlation 
-+ + 

function as C(R2-Rl) 

ii an indirect influence propagated direc tly from R1 to a third spin 
+ -+ -+ 

at R3, via C(R3-Rl), the spin at R3 i n turn exerts i ts t otal 

influence on the spin on ~2• via r(~2-R3). 

Fi gure 3. 4. 1 . 

Interaction paths according to Ornstein and Zernike IJ I• whi ch shows how 

the t otal pair correlation f unction r(R) becomes long- range as a result 

of the pr>opagation of t he direct corJ'elation function C(R). 

Summing over ~3 we obtain t he relation 

(3.4 .2) 
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l<hich, in terms of the Fourier transfarms 

- -+ -+ ->- -+ 
f(K) E r ( R) exp (i K.R) 

R#o 
(3.4.3) 

- .... C(R) (i 
... 

and C(K) E exp K. R), 
R#o 

can be written as 

(3.4.4) 

Using eqns (3.3.7) and (3 . 4.1) we find for the critical scattering 

- -+ 1-C(K) 
(3.4.5) 

-+ 
For a f erromagnet the divergence of the scattering intensity X(K) for 

; ~ 0, at the Curie point T , corresponds with a divergence of ê (0) 
c n 

and thus of f(O), but due totheshort-range nature of the direct 
-+ -correlation function C(R), C(O) remains finite. Therefore Ornstein and 

Zernike I I I assumed that ê(~) may be expanded in a Taylor series about 
->-
K=O and that this expansion rernains valid right upto and at the critical 

point, 

'E 
t=O 

with the coefficients a given by Maclaurin's expansion, 
t 

a 
t 

The first two terrns of this expansion will be 

a E C(R) 
0 

R;o!o 

and a2 - 1 E R2C(R). 2 

R;o!o 

(3.4.6) 

(3.4. 7) 

(3.4.8) 
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From eqns (3.4.6) and (3.4.8) we obtain on neglecting terros of order K4 

the scattering formula for small ;, 

-2 
+ Ro 

X(K) "' k]2 + K2 ' 
(3.4.9) 

with 

R 2 "' E R2c(R) 
0 

R#o 
and 

(3.4. 10) 

k]2 1-ê(o) 
R 2 

0 

(3. 4. I I) 

R
0 

1s a measure of the effective range of the direct correlation function 

C(R) and is expected to be only slowly varying in the critical region, but 

k1, which has the dimension of an i nverse length, decreases to zero i f t he 

critical point is approached. The significanee of kj is found by Fourier 

inversion of eqn (3.4.9) in three dimensions, which gives the net-corre l ation 

function G (R) for large R 
n 

R 2 
0 

exp(-k1R) 

R 
(3.4.12) 

From eqn (3.4. 12) one concludes that the correlations decay exponentially 

with an inverse range k 1 and therefore kj is call ed t he effective inverse 

correlation length. 

The vanishing of k1 at the critical point can be characterized by a 

critical exponent v : 

T V 
k, (T) "' 11- T l ' 

c 
(3.4. 13) 

which is related to the divergence of the peak intensity of the critica l 

scattering 

+ I T -Y 
x(K+o) "'kjL"' I 1- Tl 

c 
(3.4. 14) 

From eqns (3.4 . 13) and (3.4.14) we derive the classical critical 

exponent relation 
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y 2v, (3.4. IS) 

~n agreement with the classical prediction for these exponents y=l and 

For an antiferromagnet the derivation of the differential cross

section for critical scattering ~s only slightly different. The Taylor 

series expansion in eqn (3.4.6) is performed not in the vicinity of 
.... .... .... 
K=Ü but of K=K 0, 

- -+ -+ r: ........ ~ 
C(K-K ) a~.(K-K0 ) (3.4.16) 

0 
~=o 

or 

ê(q) r: Si 
alL q , 

li=o 

with q a vector measuring the distance from the magnetic reciprocal 
-+ -+ 

lattice points K=K
0

• 

This results in: 

- 2 
R 

x(q) '\,. ___ o __ 

kt 2 + q2 

\~hich is evidently equivalent to eqn (3.4.9). 

(3.4.17) 

The main problem in justifying the derivation of t he Ornstein-Zernike 

result, eqns. (3.4.9) and (3.4.17), is to establish the short range nature 

of the direct correlation function C(R) by the existence of its second 

moment R0 , eqn (3.4.10). In other worcis to show that t he Fourier transfarm 

ê(;) has a Taylor series expansion in powers of K 2 at the critica! poin t. 

An indication for the shortcomings of the classical Ornste in-Zern i ke 

theory is obtained by applying it to model systems with dimensions lower 

than three. 

In any number of dimensions the classica! expression for t he Fourier 

transfarms eqns (3.4. 9) and (3.4.17) will be t he same 

(3.4.1 8) 
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with q a vector measuring the distance from a magnetic reciprocal 
.... .... .... 

lattice point K=Tm. In order to obtain Gn(R) we must invert eqn (3.4. 18) 

for general dimensionality d. Fisher lsl has carried out t his Fourier 

inversion with the result: 

G (ib I 
n T=T 

ln R 

c 

d= 2 .... 
R-+<><>. 

(3.4.19) 

From his result it can be seen that the classical Ornstein-Zernike 

theory prediets that at the critical point of a t wo dimensional I s ing 

system the correlations increase with distance . The two spin correlation 

function of the 2d Ising model, however, is known exactly 16 1, 

G (!i:) I 
n 'T=T 

c 

-1 
"" R • d= 2 , 

.... 
R-><><>. (3.4.20) 

Another failure of the Ornstein-Zernike theory is fo und if we test the 

exponent relation eqn (3.4. 15) agains t the exact resu l ts for the 2d-Ising 

model, y=7/4 and v=1 16 1. This indicates that it is probable that ê(;) 

does not have a Taylor series expansion at the critical point, although 

it does for T>T . 
c 

On the above mentioned considerations Fisher 17 1 introduces a 

phenomenological critical point exponent ~ in terms of the asymp totic 

decay of the net-corre lation function G (R) fo r R large, 
n 

G (R) 
n 

""exp (-kJR) 
Rd-2+~ 

which for T=T reduces to 
c 

Gn(R) I':=T "' Rd-2+n , 
c 

+ 
R-+<><> (3.4.21) 

(3.4.22) 

By Fourier invers ion of Gn(R) in eqn (3 .4. 22) for general d one obta i ns 

for the differential cr oss-sec tion of the c r iti cal sca tt e ring at T=Tc: 

all d, (3.4 .23) 
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whi ch equally well may be chosen for the definition of ~. From eqn (3.4.23) 

one deduces the modified critical exponent relation 171 

y (3 .4 . 24) 

For the 2d Ising model, ~=! is in agreement wi th this exponent relation 
-+ 

and the behaviour of Gn(R) at T=Tc. For the 3d Ising model the best 

numerical estimates of y and ~ (cf. table 2.5.1) s ugges t a non-zero ~~0.05. 

It is not possible to obtain the general formula for the scattering 
-> 

intensity x(q) for T>Tc as a functio n of t he scattering vector K, the 

inverse length kj(T) and the range of direct interact i on R
0 

in a 

closed form by Fourier inversion of eqn (3.4.21). This has been studied 

by Fisher and Burford IBI. 
They find as a good approximant for fitting experimental data: 

[ 

-2 
Ro 

x(q,T) "' 
k 1 (T) + 

(3.4. 25) 

if w ~ (1-~/2)- 1 . Eq. (3.4.25) is cal l ed the Fisher-Burford first 

approximant. A better approximant, however, has also been proposed by 

the same aut ho rs IBI: 

( 
2 )~/2 

X ( q 'T) "' ..J..:..:.k JL(>..:T..:...) _+---"cp_2_,_( T"-')'-'q._2.._ 
kJ2(T) + w(T)q 2 

(3.4.26) 

This approximant has been scaled to the results that are assumed to be 
-+ 

generally valid, i.e. the 2d Ising model and the expansion of I/x(q) 

in powers of q2 away from the critical point. This implies the following 

relations lal 

w<T) (3.4.27) 

and <P(T) (3. 4 .28) 

The values of <Pc the critical value of <P(T), have been calculated by 

Rit chie and Fisher 19 I for t he 3d Heisenberg and the 3d Ising model, 

see tab le 3.4. I. 
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Tabl.e 3. 4.1. 

Values of the parameters relevant to critical scattering, 

according to Ritchie and Fisher 191. 

4>c y V n 

classica! 0 I ! 0 2 

Ising d=2 .0294 7/4 I ! 
4 

Ising d=3, S=~ . IS I. 2S .630 .OS6 

Heisenberg d=3, S=! .004 I. 37S .702 .04 

As can beseen from table 3.4.1. the values of 4>c are very smalland 

therefore away from the .cri ti cal point we may simplif y the Fisher

Burford secoud approximant , eqn (3.4.26) 

kt (T) » 4>(T) q (3 . 4. 29 ) 

In the vicinity of the critica! point eqn (3.4.26) reduces to 

x(q.T) '\, (3.4.30) 

The values of n as presentedintabel 3.4.1. are derived from the best 

numerical estimates for y and v using the sealing relation eqn (3.4. 24). 

However, in the absence of an independent t heory enabling one to 

calculate n directly, eqns (3.4.21) and (3.4.23) are really only a 

definition of n and it should be realized that the scattering approximants 

eqns (3.4.2S) and (3.4.26) only can have the status of semi-phenomenological 

models. 

The experimental evidence for the existence of a nonzero n in 

three dimensional systems is scarce, since t he error in n is frequent ly 

too large to exclude the possibility that n=O. The difficulties in 

observing the effects of positive n in scattering ex~eriments must be 

attributed to the technica! problem of finite resolution and the prob lem 

of making proper resolution corrections. 
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3.5. Experimental critical scattering 

If, in an experiment, the quasi-elastic condition, eqns (3 .2 .9) and 

(3.3.6), is fulfilled, no energy analysis of t he scattered beam is needed 

and magnetic critica! scattering can be measured with a conventional two

crystal neutron diffractometer, see fig . 3.5.1 . 

Monochromator 
Reactor 

Detector 

Sample 

Figure 3. 5.1. 

Scat t ering arrangement in real space of a two- crystal neutron 

di ffractometer; CI, i , 3 denote horizontal and/or vertical co llimation. 

The neutrons coming from the reactor are incident upon a monochromator, 

which is set to select a particular wavelength . The monochromatic beam, 
.... 

wave vector k
0

, is scattered by the sample, resulting in a wave vecto r 
.... 
k, and in the case of infinite l y tight collimation and perfec t 

monochromator and sample single crystals, the detector will count only 

the neutrons tha t have been scattered corresponding t o a wave vec t or 
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+ + + 
change K k- k

0
• With mosaic single crystals and finite collimation, 

however, other neutrons corresponding with ;• 1 ; will also be counted. 

The probability distribution of detecting neutrons differing from ;, a s 
+ + + 

a function of ~K = K1 - K, is the effective resolution function R. This 

resolution function can be visualised as a three dimensional window, 

which is used to sample the differential cross-sectien :~ in a region 

in r eciprocal space, see fig. 3 .5.2. 

Reciprocal Space 

~~(ëi) 

~~(q) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3 . 5. 2. 

Scattering arrangement in reciprocal space (a ) and the effect of finite 

reso lution (b) . 

This can be expressed ma thematica lly as the convolution of the cross-s ec t i e n 

and t he resolution f unc tion, 

I (q ) 
0 

(3 . 5 . I ) 
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with q a vector measuring the distance from the magnet ic reciproca l 

lattice point ; = ~M' where for T < Tc a magnetic Bragg peak appears. 

The resolution function can be measured using t he magnetic Bragg reileetion ... 
at TM as a probe , for T << Tc, where critical scattering will be neglibe. 

In this case eqn (3.5.1) r educes to 

-+ -+-+ -+ 
f ê(q) R (q-q

0
) dq (3.5 .2) 

+ + 
which g ives the value of the reso lution functi on at K - q

0
• By rnaving the 

+ 
resolution function with respect to the Bragg spot, R(q) can be mapped out 

~n r ec iprocal space. 

Caoper and Nathans I I I I have derived analytica! expressions for the 

experimental resolution funct ion , a ssumi ng that the collimator transmission 

and the mosaic sp read of the monochromator can be described by caussian 

functions. I f q and q in t he ho rizontal sca ttering-plane, and qz in vertical 
x y ... 

direction define an orthogonal coordinate system centred around K , then the 

resolution func tion R(q) is f ound to be 1111, 

(3. 5.3) 

M .. , t he matrix elements that describe the size and t he orientation of the 
~] 

resolution function, are defined by algebraic expressions con taining t he 

collimation and monochroma tor parameters, the wavelength of the i ncoming 

neutrons and the scattering augles at the monochromator and the sample. A 

conven i ent choice for q and q is pe rpendi cular and parallel to the 
x y 

scattering vector ; respectively. Under normal experimental conditions, 

when the mosai c spread o f sample and monochromator single crystals is much 

smaller than the collimation angles, the principal axes of the resolution 

ellipso id near ly coincide with this coordinate system (qx, qy' qz) and the 

matrix element M12 may be neglected in eqn (3.5.3). 

The experimental arrangement when scanning ~n the directions q , q 
x y 

and qz can be expressed by three augles w, a and X· Smal l rotations of the 

sample around a vertical axis, angle o f rotation w, result in scanning 

along qx' s ee fig. 3. 5.3a . The angle between 

29 and scanning along q is obtained wi th 69 
y 

k and k is the counter angle 
0 

= ów, see fig. 3.5.3b. Small 

rotations of the sample around a dire ction perpendicular to the scattering 
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+ 
vector K, in the horizontal plane, angle of rotatien x, results in 

scanning along qz. 

Aw 

Aw 

(a) 

I 

li' f\ 
I ' \ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

(b) 

Figure 3. 5. 3. 

'\ 2(E> +AE>) 

2E> 

Definition of the angles w and a used for experiments in the horizontal 

p lane. 

{a) Scandirection qx, for fiw small, 

(b) Scandirection qy, for 68 = öw. 

According to eqn (3.S.I) the observed intensities in a critical 

scattering experiment must be deconvoluted in order to obtain k1(T), 
+ 

X(TM) and Tl· 

Consider the Fisher-Burford first approximant, eqn (3.4.2S), 

normalised to q=O: 
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xCq,T) (3.5.4) 

x(O,T). 

Substitution of this cross-section for critical scattering into the 

convolution integral eqn (3.5.1), tagether with the Gaussian resolution 

function in eqn (3.5.3) yields for q = (q , q , 0) in the horizontal 
o xo yo 

plane: 

(3.5.5) 

+oo (2-n) [ 2 2 2) + 

f kl(T) exp{-! M11 (q -q ) +2Ml2(q -q )(q -q )+M22(q -q ) +M33q }dq x xo x xo y yo y yo z 

.... 
This expression can be simplified if q

0 
is taken either along q (q =0) 

x yo 
or along q (q =0) and if M12 may be neglected. The integral, however, can 

y xo 
not be evaluated to get an analytical expression and must thus be calculated 

numerically. The methad generally employed previously has been to calculate 

directly the full three dimensional folding integral. This method, however, 

takes much computertime because the evaluation of the integral converges very 

slowly. Recently Yelon et al. I 121 have pointed out that with the Laplace 

transfom 

r(a) 
f (-xt) ( a-1) d a > o (3.5.6) a exp t t, 

x 0 

with 

r(a) f exp (-x) x (a-l) 
dx 

0 

the Gamma function of a, part of the folding integral can be integrated 

directly and the numerical work is reduced to a one dimensional integral: 

(2 n) 
_,. X(-;M)kl (':;:) 

I(qo)-~___:_:_ __ _ 
r(l-n/2) 

0 
(3.5. 7) 
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After interchanging the order of integration, the integration on ~ can 

be performed step by step on qx' q and q respectively, using the 
y z 

relation 

f exp (-ax2)dx (3.5.8) 

Eqn (3.5.7) reduces thus to: 
..,. (2-n) 

..,. x<-rM)k l(T) "' - /2 
I(q

0
) ~ f dt t n 

r(l-n/2) o 

exp{ -k1h)t- -
0
t (Aq 2+Bq 2+4tMtzq . q )} 

xo yo xo yo , 

(M33+2t)~.D ~ 
(3.5.9) 

with A 

B M22(2t+M11)-M12 2 

D (2t+M)(2t+M22 )-M12
2 

Eqn (3.5.9) is the final integral to be calculated numerically. This can be 

performed in an efficient way by Gaussian quadratures I 131. For small t, 

however, the argument of the integral diverges if n>o, but in this case the 

integral can be calculated directly, by setting all the exponentials in t 

equal to unity, with the result 

(3.5.10) 

This is the calculation for the Fisher-Burford first approximant, eqn (3.4.25). 

The Ornstein-Zernike result eqn (3.4.18) and the Fisher-Burford second 

approximant eqn (3.4.26) can also be derived by means of the same method. 

In order to obtain a full statistical analysis of the observed profile the 

calculation of eqn (3.5.9) can be included as a subroutine in a non linear 

least-squares fit to the data. 

Especially in the vicinity of the critical point, when kt(T) approaches 

the dimensions of the resolution el l ipsoid, deconvolution of the observed 

intensity profile is needed in order to extract meaningful values for ... 
X(TM), kt(T) and n. The most direct way of decreasing the effect of t he 

finite resolution in a neutron diffraction experiment is to decrease the 

actual size of the resolution function in reciprocal space. This corresponds 
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to a loss of intensity and in practice the choice of collimation always 

represents a compromise between resolution and intensity. 

3.6. Scattering by systems with restricted dimensionality 

The scattering approximants described in section 3.4. and the 

corresponding experimental analysis in section 3.5. deal only with 

magnetic systems for which the inverse correlation length k1(T) is 

isotropic. For most three dimensional (d=3) systems this will only be 

valid extremely close to the critical point. 

For systems with restricted dimensionality, i.e. the d=l linear 

chains and the d=2 Heisenberg and XY model, no long-range order can be 

present except for T=O. Determination of the critical point exponents 

B, y, v and n can therefore not be used to classify these systems. 

Evidence for the existence of the d=l or d=2 nature of a magnetic system 

is often found from specific heat and susceptibility experiments I 101. In this 

section we treat the direct evidence that neutron scattering can support 

in these cases by measuring the spatial behaviour of the static spin 

correlations. 

Before we discuss the effect of a non isotropie correlation function 

on the critical scattering profiles it is instructive to consider first 

the Bragg scattering for different lattice dimensionality d. 

If a magnetic system has long-range order in three dimensions (d=3), 

the differential cross-section for magnetic Bragg scattering is given by 

eqn (3.3.9) as 

(3. 6. 1) 

_,. -+ 
The lattice sum ~ <S

0
> <SR> exp (iK.R) will only give a contribution for 

_,. R ' ' 1 1 . _,. f' 3 6 I K equal to a magnet1c rec1proca att1ce vector TM' s ee 1g. . . : 

(3.6.2) 
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c 

d=3 

c 

d=2 

c 

d =1 

b 

o spin up • spin down o nuclear scattering 

Figur>e 3. 6.1. 

Br>agg scatter>ing for> differ>ent magnetic lattice dimensionality d=1,2,3. 

In the dir>ect space (~,b.~) only one magnetic unit cell is r>epr>esented 

and in the r>ecipr>ocal space c;*,b*,~*) one r>ecipr>ocal chemical unit cell. 
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In eqn (3.6.2) H, K, L are the Miller indices of the magnetic reileetion 

and a*, b~, c* denote the dirnensions of the magnetic reciprocal unit cell 

in the directions: 

->-->-
->- .. (bxc) 
a 211 

->- ->-->-
a.(b xc ) 

->-->-
->- .. (ex a) 
b 211 (3.6.3) ->- ->-->-

a. (bxc) 

-> .. (àxb) 
c 211 

->- -+ ->-
a. (bxc) 

-+ 
and Ka' Kb' Kc are the components of the scattering vector K on the 

coordinate system in the reciprocal space defined by eqn (3.6.3). 

If a magnetic system has long-range order only in two directions 
->- -+ 

(d=2), say a and b, then 

d=2 (3.6.4) 

will be independent of K , the component of the scattering vector 
z 

perpendicular to the ab planes. The scattering cross-sectien will be 

smeared out in reciprocal s pace and the Bragg condition is fulfilled 

on lines 1n reciprocal space extending in the direction of disorder, 

see fig. 3.6. 1. This type of scattering is expected for the d=2 Ising 

model below its critical point. 

For an one dimensional magnetic system (d=1) the Bragg condition 

will occur with respect to planes 1n reciprocal space perpendicular to 

the direction of long-range order in direct space, see fig. (3.6. 1): 

d=1 . (3.6.5) 

Thi s t ype of scattering can only be present for T=O. 

In an experiment on a two dimensional system the width of the 

intensity profile, when scanning across the cross-sect ien line eqn (3.6.4), 

will be determined by the resolution of the diffractometer. Scanning 
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along the line in reciprocal space will give a constant intensity 

superposed on the background. In a similar way the d=1 nature of a 

magnetic system can be determined. Qualitatively the same scattering 

will be observed if there are very long-range correlations in one or 

two directions, without the necessity of long-range order. 

The differential cross-section for magnetic critical scattering 

in the quasi-static approximation is given by eq. (3.3.9) forT> T as 
c 

+ + ... 
~ X(q,T) ~ f <SS ... > exp (iK.R). 

~ o R 
(3.6.6) 

For most magnetic systems the correlation function <S
0

SR> is not 

isotropie in space and for systems with restricted dimensionality the 

spatial decay of the correlations will be much faster ~n one or two 

directions. Assuming an exponential decay for large R we obtain three 

different inverse correlation lengths k1 , k2 and k3. After performing 

the Fourier transform, the differential cross-section for magnetic 

critical scattering for a non-isotropie spin system may be written as: 

... 
X (TM) 

X (q, T) ~ _____ ....;..;; _____ _ 

I + (:~t + (::t + (:~( 
(3.6. 7) 

In an isotropie three dimensional magnetic system k 1 = k2 = k3 and 

eqn (3.6.7) reduces to the original Ornstein-Zernike scattering profile 

eqn (3.4.18). For a tt~o dimensional system without long-range order, 

say k3 >> k1, k2, the cross-section will be 

d=2 (3.6.8) 

The width of this ridge in reciprocal space will be determined by k1 (T) 

and k2 (T). Fora one dimensional system we obtain the planar cross-sec tion 

d=l (3.6.9) 
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The intensities observed in an experiment will be influenced by the 

resolution of the diffractometer. In order to obtain the values of k1, kz, 
-+ 

k3 and x(TM) the convolution integral eqn (3.5.1) must be calculated. 

Using the methad of section 3.5. this results for the cross-section eqn. 

(3.6.6), in the following integral to be calculated numerically: 

(3.6.10) 

I 

j 2 t 2 
D2 (M33 + -) 

k32 
0 

with D 

and (qao' qbo' 0) in the horizontal plane. To evaluate this integral 

the three dimensional scattering profile must be used. This can be avoided 

if k3 is known or can be related to k1 or k2 . The convolution integrals for 

one or t wo dimensional scattering can be derived from eqn (3.6.10) by taking 

the limit for k2 and/or k3 large. 

For magnetic systems with restricted dimensionality the correlation 

lengths determined in a scattering experiment can be compared with the results 

of model calculations, from which the interaction parameters may be deduced. 

As an example consider the S=~ Ising linear chain (d=l). For this model the 

correlation function is known exactly. Using the Hamiltonian H, which takes 

only the nearest neighbour interaction J into account, 

H (3. 6. 11) 

Fisher I 141 has derived that the two-spin correlation function may be written 

as 

(3.6.12) 

with U = tanh (J/2kBT). This is in accordance with an exponential decay 

along the chain with an inverse length k1(T): 
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k1(T) - ln lul (3.6. 13) 

The critical scattering cross-section can be obtained by substitution 

of eq. (3.6.12) into eq. (3.6.6) IISI: 

1-u2 

~~ (~) "' ------------
1 + U2_ 2U cos (2n K /*) 

af a 

(3.6.14) 

In the vicinity of its maximum and fo r small k1(T), eqn (3.6.14) reduces 

to the Lorentzian cross-section eqn (3.6.9). 

3.7. Concluding remarks 

The discussion in this chapter deals purely wi th the scattering of 

therrnal neutrons by a magnetic system. However, the derivation of the 

expressions that describe the scattering of l ight by a simple fluid close 

to its critical point involves essentially the same steps if the proper 

thermadynamie identifications are made. One finds then that the scattering 

of light, analogous to the scattering of thermal neutrons by a ferromagnet, 

in the critical region is greatly enhanced in the forward direction, i.e. 

I(~+ o) "' K(T) 

"' J g(ib dR (3. 7. I) 

"' l t- ~ ~-Y 
c 

In eqn (3.7.1), K(T) is the isothermal compressibility and J g(R) dR is 
+ 

the Fourier transfarm of the density-density correlation function g(R) 
+ 

for K=O. 

In the case of binary alloys one finds that the scattering of neutrons 

and x-rays near the order-disorder transformation, analogous to the 

antiferromagnet, is greatly enhanced in directions ;=;
0 

appropriate to the 

alternating order below the critical point. 
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CHAPTER IV 

GENERAL PROPERTIES OF CsCoCl3.2H20 

4. I. Introduetion 

CsCoCl3.2H20 belengs to a series of isomorphic transition roetal 

halogenides with the structural forrnula AML3.2H20 in which A= Rb,Cs, 

M = Mn,Fe,Co and L = Br,Cl. All the memhers of this series studied so 

far show pronounced linear chain (d=l) characteristics. The ratio of 

the interchain exchange constants J 1 and the intrachain exchange constant 
-3 

J is approximately 10 . The weak interchain couplings give rise to a 

three dimensional ordered state at relatively low temperatures. 

The best known compound from this series is undoubtedly CsMnCl 3 .2H20 

which tagether with TMMC is considered to be one of the best physical 

realizations of the S=~ linear chain Heisenberg model. 

At low temperatures, cabalt is usually described by an effective spin 

S=! and the interaction is aften found to be Ising-like. Therefore 

CsCoCl3.2H20 may be expected to be an good example of a d=l, S=~ Ising 

model. However, the experimental investigations on the magnetic behaviour 

of CsCoC1 3 .2H20 reported up to now do not contain complete evidence for 

this assumption. 

The magnetic structure and a suggestion for the inter- and intrachain 

interaction were reported by de Jonge et al. I 11. In a subsequent paper, 

Herweyer et al. 121 reported on the specific heat, nuclear magnetic 

resonance (nrnr), antiferromagnetic resonance (afmr) and magnetization 

measurements. A neutron diffraction investigation on the magnetic structure 

and preliminary critical scattering data were published by Bongaarts and 

van Laar 131. Although from these experiments CsCoCl3.2H20 is found to 

be a compound which shows d=l Ising characteristics, the estimates for 

the values of the intra- and interchain interactions as determined by the 

different experimental methods differ considerably. 

Our interest in CsCoCl3 . 2~0 is stimulated not only by the expected 

low dimensional behaviour but also by the metamagnetic properties. The 

non-collinear magnetic structure allows a phase transition in relatively 

weak magnetic fields and it has recently been found that the corresponding 
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magnetic pha se diagram contains a tricritical point 141. This makes 

CsCoCl3.2HzO an excellent compound to test the conjectures of the 

smoothness hypothesis. 

In this chapter we shall present the results of neutron diffraction 

experiments which establish the crystallographic and magnetic structure 

in the magnetic three dimensional long-range ordered state. A model for 

the exchange interactions will be obtained by consideration of the specific 

heat data and the behaviour of CsCoCl3.2HzO in an applied magnetic field. 

7he result s established in this chapter will provide the basis for 

neutron critica! scattering experiments in zero field at the Néel 

temperature, and in a magnetic field along the phase border H = Hc(T), 

which will be treated in the subsequent chapters V and VI respectively. 

4.2. Experimental 

4.2. I. Preparatien of the samples 

The single-crystals that have been used for the experiments were 

grown by slow evaporation at room temperature from an aqueous solution 

of CoC1 2 and CsCl in the molar ratio of 4.8: I. For the neutron 

diffraction experiments CsCoC1 3 .2D20 has been used in order to avoid the 

large incoherent scattering of the hydrogen atoms. 

The single-crystals have a characteristic deep-blue colour and a 

plate-like shape. They are much less developed in the c-direction than 

in the other two directions; t ypical dimensions are 5 x 5 x 0.5 mrn3 . 

The growing proces s takes several months. For the deuterated 

samples special precautions have to be taken in order to avoid the 

exchange of deuterium of the solution with hydrogen of the atmosphere. 

The single-crystals of CsCoCl3.2D20 generally were smaller than the 

hydrated isomorphs and, despite the various precautions, sametimes 

contained rather large amounts of H20. Attempts to grow single-crystals 

at different temperatures both above and below room temperature were not 

successful in improving the growing process. Moreover, special care has 

to be taken whe n storing the samples, since exposure of this compound 

to the atmosphere at room temperature converts the dihydrate into the 

blue anhydrate. The samples can well be stored at temperatures below 

-5°C in a sealed container. 
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4.2.2. The neutron diffractometer 

For the neutron diffraction experiments that will be discussed in 

this and the following chapters, a conventional two-crystal diffrac to

meter was used, see fig. 3.5.1. The diffractometer was ins talled at beam 

hole HBS of the nuclear research reactor at Petten. For the monochromator 

a large single-crystal of capper was used with the ( I I I) planes i n 

reflection, d111 = 2.087R. The deflection angle at the monochromator was 

fixed at 28M = 76°, which according toBragg's law, 

nÀ 2d sin eM, 

resulted in wave l engths ÀJ = 2.57R, Àz = 1. 2sR etc. The secend order 

wavelength contamination Àz was removed by means of a pyrolytic graphite 

filter ISI. This material consistsof hexagonal crys tallites that have 

their c-axis aligned in a normal mosaic distribution, whereas the a- and 

b-axes are oriented randomly. When the neutron beam is parallel to the 

~-direction neutrons with specific wavelengths ,e .g. À= 1.28R, wil l be 

s cattered, whi l e neutrons with À = 2.57R are hardly affected. The pyrolytic 

graphite filter had a thickness of ~ JO cm, which reduced the number of 

Àz neutrons to less than 1% of the number of the neutrons with À = 2.57R. 

For the hor izontal collimation Seller slits were used with d ivergencies 

of 10'-60', which could be placed in front of t he monochromator and 

the BF 3 coun ter. The vertical col limation of the monochromatic beam was 

approximately 2°. In the single-crystal experiments the vertical co l limation 

of the scattered beam was reduced appropriate t o the value o f the vert ical 

mosaic spread of the sample. 

Temperature control in the liquid Helium range wa s achieved by 

regulating the pressure of the He 4 bath in which t he sample was i mmersed. 

Pressure could be kept constant for several hours wi thin I mm Hg, 

corresponding t o an uncertainity of about 0.002K in the temperature region 

near TN· 

4.3. Crystallographic and magnetic struc ture 

The room temperature crystallographic structure of CsCoCl 3 . 2H20 has been 

determined with x-ray techniques by Thorup and Soling 161. The c r ystal lographic 

space group is Pcca. The chemica l unit cell contains four formula units 
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Tab Ze 4. 3.1. 

Magneti c and st~ctuPaZ paPame t ePs of CsCoCl 3 .2020 as determined fPom 

neutPon powdeP diffPact ion at T = 1.2K, cf. fi g. 4.3.1. The crystallo

gPaphic space gPoup is Pcca and the magnetic space gPoup is P2bcca'. 

StandaPd deviations , based on s tatistics only, aPe given within 

paPentheses in units of the last decimal place . 

atom + 
x/a y/b z/c position 

Cs 4d ! 0 .150(4) 4 

Co 4.c 0 .478(6) ! 
4 

Cl1 4e 1 ! .150(2) 4 2 

Cl2 df .087 (I) . 231 (I) . 391 (I) 

() 8f . 065(2) .728 (3) . 363 (I) 

Dl 8f .027 (2) .674( 2) .444(2) 

02 8f .166(2) .676(2) .383(2) 

a = 8.887 (I ) g 
lla = 0.7 (2) IJB 

b = 7. I 04 (I) g 
llb = 0 

c = I I. 312 (2) g 
ll c = 2 . 4 (2) llB 

11co = 2.5 (2) 11B 

c 

tL:a 
FiguPe 4.3 . 1. 

StPUctuPe of CsCoC l3.2H20. Only one set of hydPogens and hydPogen bands 

is shown. 
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and has the dimensions a= 8.9l4~, b = 7.l74~ and c = 11.360~. In order 

to verify this structure determination and to locate the hydragen 

atoms neutron powder diagrams were collected at temperatures T ~ 300K, 

T ~ 80K, T ~ 4.2K and T ~ l.2K. The sample , consisted of approximately 

30 g of small crystals eseoel3.ZD20 withaverage linear dimensions less 

than 0.5 mm. For the horizontal collimation two Soller slits with a 
' 

divergence of 30' were used. 

In order to extract the maximum amount of information contained in the 

diagrams we used Rietvelds profile refinement methad 171 for the analysis 

of the data. This method, in contrast to estimating the area under a 

diffraction peak, uses the point by point measured idtensities and calculates 

for each point the contribution. of various overlapping reflections, using the 

property that the Bragg reflections have a Gaussian peak shape. The profile 

methad is particularly useful for complex structures and was used to 

obtain a full least-squares analysis of the recorded powder diagrams. 

For eseoel3.2D20 the following neutron scattering lengths have been 

used: bes = 0.550, beo = 0.25, bel = 0.96, b0 = 0.575, bH= - 0.372 and 

bD = 0.670 in units of 10-
12 

cm. In order to obtain information on t he 

deuterium percentage of the sample, the scattering length of deuterium was 

considered to be a free parameter during the refinement process. 

4.3.l. The crystal structure 

The final parameters of the room temperature structure of eseoel 3.2D20 

for the "heavy" atoms were in agreement with the x-ray structure 

determination of Thorup and Soling 161. The values obtained from the 

diagrams recorded at liquid Helium temperatures differ only slightly 

from those at roomtemperature and have been collected in table 4.3.l. 

The deuterium percentage x of the sample was found to be x ~ 70%, \vhich 

accounts for the relatively high background in the diagrams, cf. fig. 4.3.2. 

The cabalt atom is surrounded by a distorted cis-octahedron of 

four clorine atoms and two oxygen atoms, see fig. 4.3.l. Two e11 atoms 

are placed on opposite sides of a trapezium consisting of two oxygen atoms 

and two e12 atoms . The e11-eo-e11 axis of each octahedron lies almast 

parallel to the ac-plane and makes an angle of 64° with the crystallographic 
->-
c-axis. The octahedrons sharing corners are arrayed in zig-zag chains along 
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Neutron powder diagrom of CsCoCl 3. ZD20 recorded at T = I .2K. The scattering angZe 26 is expres sed in t he anguZaY' 

uni t DMC defined by 2rr = 10000 DMC . The MiZZer indices (HKL) are based on the chemicaZ unit ceU . 'i'he existence 

of a (O!O) magneti c Y'e f Zection has been verified on a singZe crystaZ s ampZe. 
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->-
the a-direction, thus permitting a strong superexchange coupling between 

neighouring Co 2+ ions in this direction. The magnetic coupling between 

the chains can be considered as relatively weak because they are separated 
->-

~n the b-direction by layers of Cs atoms and in the c-direction by layers 

of hydragen (deuterium) atoms. 

4.3.2. The magnetic structure 

In the neutron powder diagram recorded at T; 1.2K two magnetic 

Bragg reflections appeared that could not be indexed on the crystal

lographic unit cell, see fig. 4.3.2. These reflections, (OjO) and (ljO) 

correspond to the magnetic unit cell and clearly necessitate a doubling 
.... 

1n the b-direction. 

In order to obtain an expression for the intensity of these magnetic 

reflections we must calculate the magnetic structure factor as given in 

eqn (3.3.8): 

a a,b, c , (4. 3. I) 

with ~~ the a-th component of the magnetic moment of the cobalt atom at 
J 

position R. in the magnetic unit cell. 
J 

The existence of a weak (O!O) reflection thus indicates that the .,. 
magnetic moments are not along the b-direction. Furthermore the observation 

of the (OjO) and (ljO) reflections combined with the positions of the 

cobalt atom as given in table 4 .3.1. leads to t he following conclusions 

for the symmetry of the magnetic moments: 

.... 
i canted antiferromagnet i c ebains along t he a-direction; H is both 

odd and even, 

11 essentially antiferromagnetic arrangement along the b-direction; 

K;L 

iii a parallel or nearly parallel arrangement along the t -direction; 

L;Q. 

Two magnetic space groups satisfy these conditions: P
2
bcca' and P

2
bc'ca. 

In both magnetic space groups t he magnetic moments are confined to the 

ac-plane and no b-components are allowed. 
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The final magnitude and direction of the magnetic moments have 

been obtained by a full least-squares profile analysis of the neutron 

powder diagram reearcled at T = 1.2K. In this analysis for the magnetic 

form factor of the Co 2
+ ion the data of Watson and Freeman 181 have 

been used. 

It was found that a satisfactory description of the observed 

magnetic intensities could only be obtained with the magnetic space 

group P bcca', for which the results are included in table 4.3.1. The 
2 + 

angle between the magnetic moments and the c-direction was found 

to be <j>m = I 7 + 6° •· 

Using the transformation properties of P
2
bcca' we may derive for 

the intensity I (HKL) from eqn (4.3.1): 

I (O!O) -v 1.1 2 
a 

I (I!O) "' 1.1 2 c 

(4.3.2) 

The non-zero value for the a-component of the magnetic moments will 

be of great importance for the interpretation of the measurements in 

a magnetic field. Therefore the direction and the magnitude of the 

Co moment were also determined from a single-crystal of CsCoCl3.2H20. 

Due te the shape of the crystal the collecting of intensities was 

limited to the (HKO) planes. The existence of a magnetic (O!O) 

reflec ti on was confirmed and the va lues for l.la and 1.1 that fit the 
c 

observed intens i ties in this zone were "-' 0.8 llB and "' 2.4 llB 

respectively. Th is leads to llco "' 2,5 llB anà q,m "' 18° in agreement 

with the powder diffraction data given in table 4.3.1. 

The results of the neutron diffraction experiments for the 

magnetic structure of CsCoCl3.2H20 mentioned above are in agreement 

with previous NMR measurements 121. In zero external magnetic field 

and below TN = 3.40K two proton resonances, seven cesium resonances 

and three very weak chlorine resonances were observed. The temperature 

dependenee of the proton lines and the central cesium line is shown in 

fig. 4.3.3. 
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Figure 4. 3. 3 . 

I 

\ 
\ 

4.0 

Temperature dependenee of the proton and cesium nucZear magnetic 

resonance frequency, after 121. 

Furthermore the direction of the local fields at t he cesium and 

the tJroton sites t<ere deten.:.ined by observing the additional 

splitting of the resonance lines in a small applied externa l magnetic 

field at T ~ I.IK. The results of these experiments are presented in 

tab l e 4. 3 .2. 

Combining the information ex tracted from the observed symmetry 

of the local fields and t he special direction of t he internal f ield 

at the cesium site, the number of possible magneti c spacegroups could 

be restricted to three: P
2
bcca', P

2
bc'ca and Pcca'. 

Dipale calculations of the l oca l fields at t he proton positions 

as determined by t he neu t ron powder diffraction experiment s revealed 

that by far the best agreement between calculated and experimental 
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TabZe 4.3.2 . 

The experimenta l local fields at the cesium and t he proton sites in 

CsCoC1 3 . 2H20 at T = 1. IK. In parentheses the calculated values at the 

proton sites for the magnetic space gr oup P
2
bcca' with ~Co = 2.25 ~B 

and ~ = 10° . The angles a , 8 and y denote the orientation with respect 
m 

to ~.b and ~. Data have been t aken from ref. 121. 

Site Magnitude in kOe a 8 y 

Ht 2. 114 ( 2. 106 ) 90 (90) 62 (5 7) 28 (33) 

Hz I. 797 (1.797) 35 (37) 58 (56) 77 (77) 

Cs 3.000 90 90 0 

values is obtained f o r the magnetic space group P
2
bcca', with ~ Co 

and ~m ~ 10°, see t ab le 4. 3.2. 

2.25 ~ B 

These NMR va lues of ~Co and ~m are na t exact because the experimental 

fields must be compared with the s um of the dipolar and hyp erfine fields 

at the proton positions. The latter contribution is generally small but 

not always negligible l2l. 

(/Jm 

a 

Figure 4. 3. 4. 

Arrangement of the magnetic moments according to the magnetic space group 

P2bcca'. The moments are in the ac-plane and make an angle of ~ ~m with 

the t.- axis. 
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Combining the results of the NMR and neutron diffraction experiments 

for the magnetic structure of Cs~oCl3.2H20 we may conclude that t he 

magnetic spaeegreup is P 2bcca' and ~m = 15° + 5°. This magnetic momen t 

arrangement is represented in fig. 4.3.4. 

The magnetic structure can be described as a four-sublattice system . 
... 

The magnetic moments form canted antiferromagnet ic chains along the a-

direction. Due to the canting angle ~m a net moment exists in the chains 
... 

along the ~ a-direction. The chains are coupled ferromagneticall y along 

the ~-direction and antiferromagnetically along the b-direction. The 

canting of the magnetic moments may be understood from the chemical 

structure and is probably caused by the zig-zag arrangement along t he 
+ 
a-direction of the octahedrons, that surround the cabalt atom. 

4.4. The magnetic excnange interactions 

In sectien 2.5. we introduced the interaction Hamiltonian 

H - J 1: 
i#j 

+ + 
(S .. S.), 

~ J 

which ~s equivalent with 

H - 2J z: (s .. s . 
1 

) • 
l ~+ 

(2. 5. I) 

with J the exchange constant. For CsCoCl3 .2H20 the following interaction 

Hamiltonian will be more appropriate 

H - 2J 1: (~ . • ~. I) - 2Jb a -+ 1 1+ 
a 

2J 
c .... 1: (S .. s. I)' 

~ ~+ 
c 

( 4. 4. I) 

where Ja' Jb and Je are the exchange constants between neighbouring spins ~n 
- >- -+ + 

the a-, b-, and c-direction respectively. The relative magnitude of the three 

exchange constants defined in eqn (4.4.1) will be a measure of the la ttice 

dimensionality d. 

4.4.1. The magnetic specific heat 

The specific heat of CsCoCl 3 .2H20 has first been investigated by 

Herweyer et al. 12 I. They found a sharp but relatively weak A-anamoly 

at TN = 3.40K indicating a magnetic phase transition to the long-range 
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T(K) 

35 40 

CsCoCI3 · 2H20 
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T (K) 

Figur e 4. 4.1 . 

35 40 

45 50 55 

45 50 

The temperature dependenee of the specifi c heat in CsCoC l 3 . 2HzO , after I ll I 
{a) total specific heat, d!'awn line is the inferred lattice conti'ibution. 

(b) magnetic specific heat, d!'awn line i s the prediction of the d=l, S= ~ 

Ising mode l with J a/k = 38. 5K. 
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ordered state. The total entropy gain below T = 4K was found to be 

only 16% of the theoretical value for a system with an effective spin 

S=!. However, in an attempt to represent the magnetic specific heat 

above TN by the prediction of the d=l Ising model (D=I) Herweyer et al. 

121 encountered difficulties in the separation of the total specific 

heat into the magnetic and lattice contributions. 

A possib le procedure for this has been given by Kopinga et al. 

191 who investigated the lattice contribution to the total specific 

heat of CsMnC1 3.2H20 , and found that the lattice should be regarded as 

consisting of loosely coupled layers. An excellent agreement between 

the theoretical predictions and the experimental data could be obtained 

when the lattice contribution was represented by a general mode l I lO l , 

which has recently been proposed for a description of the latt ice 

specific heat of chemically low-dimensional compounds. 

In view of the good resul ts obtained in CsMnCl3.2H20 we may expect 

that the same model may be used to describe the lattice in CsCoCl3.2H20. 

As a first attempt the lattice specific heat of CsMnCl3.2HzO wa s used 

with a simple temperature independent sealing factor, which resulted in 

an good fit to the total specific heat of CsCoCl3.2H20 when the magnetic 

contribution was represented by the d=l Ising model with S=~ and 

J/k =- 38.5K I I I I, see fig. 4.4.1. 

A more general approach is obtained by a simultaneous f it of the 

total specific heat using the full expression for chemically low

dimensional compounds I lOl in combination with the predictions of the 

various magnetic model systems. 

It was found that a more or less satisfactory description could be 

obtained for all the magnetic one dimensional (d=l) models with the 

following intrachain exchange constants I I 11, 

Ising, D J /k - 39 + 3K, 
a 

xy, D 2 J /k - 35 + 9K, (d= l) (4. 4.2) 
a 

Heisenberg, D 3 J /k 
a 

- 17 + 2K. 

However, only the lattice parameters resulting from the fit t o the Ising 

model compared favourably with those obtained for CsMnCl3. 2H20 I 11 I. 
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Therefore we quote as the best result obtained from the analysis of 

the magnetic specific heat 

- 39 + 3K, a nd (4 . 4.3) 

The remaining two exchange parameters Jb and Je will be much smaller 

(d=l) and can be obtained by consi ctering the magnetic phase diagram. 

4 . 4.2 . The magnetic pha se diagram 

The magnetic phase diagram of CsCoCl 3 . 2H2 0 with the magnetic field 

applied along the a- direction as determined by nuclear magnetic resonance 

is displayed in fig. 4 . 4 . 2 . From the angular dependenee of the critical 

c 

f. 2 

paramagnetic 

TN .3.40 K 

He (0 ) =2.85 KOe 

1.0 
anllferromagnet ic 

0 1.0 2 .0 3.0 4.0 

T (K) 

Figure 4. 4.2 . 

The magnetic phase diagram of CsCoCl3.2H2 0 as determined by nuclear 

magnetic resonance . ~he magnetic field is applied along the ~-direction . 
Data have been taken [rom ref. 121. 
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field, see fig. 4. 4 .3, and the corresponding jump ~n the magnetization at 

T = l.IK, Herweyer et al. lzl concluded that for the phase trans ition 

only the component of the magnetic field along the ;-direction Ha plays 

a role and that Ha ~s sufficient to over come the weak antiferromagneti c 
-+ 

coupling Jb intheb-direction if it exceeds the c ritical value Hc (T). 

For Ha > H (T) the magnetic moments in alternate ac-planes c f . fig. 
c 

4.3.4, will be reversed and, given the l s ing character o: the dominant 

exchange inte raction Ja' it is found that at the phase transition f or 

Ha= H (T), CsCoCl 3.ZH20 changes fr om a four sublattice system into a 
c 

t wo sublatti ce s ystem, as indicated in fig. 4.4.2. 

CsCoCI3 · 2H20 

o NMR 
12 

"" AFMR 
I D Magnetization I 
+ + 

10 

\ I 1, + + 

.. \ I 
0 

""' I 

" ~6 
+ + 

4 \ : ) 
~ 

2 

c-axis a-axis 

-90 -60 -30 0 30 60 

rp-

Figure 4. 4 . 3. 

The angular dependenee of t he cri t ical field . Drawn line indicates the 

f unction H( ~ ) = H c (T)/co s~ . The same res ul t is ob t ained for rotations 

i Y. the ab-plane , which i s i ndicated by the + signs . Data have been taken 

from ref. 121 . 
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Figure 4.4.4. 

The normalized vaZues of the square-root of the intensity of the (1~0), 

(2j0) and (100) magnetic super-lattice refZections as a functio n of the 

reduced magnetic field applied aZong the ~-direction . 

The above mentioned conclusions were verified by a neutron diffraction 

experiment on a single-crystal of CsCoCl3.2020. The results are presented 

in fig. 4.4.4, where we have plotted the normal ized values of t he square-root 

of the intensities of the (ilO), the (2l0) and the (100) magnetic 

reflections as a function of the magnetic field, which was applied along 
-+ 

the a-direction. As can be derived from eqn (4 . 3 .1) the intensity of these 

reflections is related to t he a- and c-components of the magne tic moments 

as fellows: 

I (I jO) "' 
c 2 

(lll -ll zc) 

I (2j0) a a 2 

"' Cll1 -ll z ) , (4.4.4) 

I (I 00) c c 2 

"' ( ll) +ll 2 ) , 
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with ~~ and ~ 2 the magnetic moments of neighbouring spins ~n the b-direction. 

As can be seen in fig. 4.4.4 no moment rotation occurs ~n the ant i

ferromagnetic region, H ~ Hc(T), s ince the values of 1(1~0) and I(2j0) can 

be se a led on each o ther. Fur thermare, the. ex is te nee of a non-zero in tens i ty 

(100) for magnetic fields H > Hc (T) directly confirms the existence of a 

two sublattice arrangement i n t he disordered or paramagnetic region . 

Having established the mechanism at the phase transition, we find that 

the extrapolated value for the critical field at T=O, Hc(O), can be used as 

a measure of the antiferromagnetic exchange constant in the b-d i rection. 

This directly leads to 121, 

J /k = - 0. IK. (4 . 4 .5) 
b 

The magnitude of the exchange cons tant in the c-direction J e can be 

estimated by using the location of the tricritical point in the magnetic 

phase diagram, which is det ermi ned by the ratio of the ferromagnetic and 

antiferromagnetic exchange interactions. As ~,re shall demons tra te ~n 

chapter VI in CsCoCl3.2D20 (TN = 3 .3K) the phase transition at H 

becomes of the first-order below the temperature Tt = I .85K. 

H (T) 
c 

Using the mean-field predie r ion I 12 1, wh i ch for CsCoCl 3.2H20 may be 

written as 

4 
3 

(4 .4 .6) 

we find for the ferromagnetic exchange Jc/k + O.OSK. Probably t he work 

of Nagle and Bonner I 131 on Ising chains in a s taggered field provides a 

better approximation. Using their model we find J /k = 0.3K. Combining bath 
c 

values we conclude for J 
c 

J /k 0.2 + 0.2K. 
c 

( 4 .4. 7) 

However, for our purposes it i s suffic ient to know t hat Jb a nd J e have a 

camparabie magnitude and are much smaller than Ja. Whether the interchain 

interact ions are Ising like or not, can not be determined from t he present 

data, due t o t he anisotropy (D=I) of the domi nant in teraction Ja. 
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4.5. Discus s ion 

I n the introduetion we mentioned already that, although t he general 

impression obtained from the re s ults of different experiments indicates 

a d=l Ising behav i our for CsCoC1 3.2H20, the actual values obtained for t he 

exchange inte rac tions were not quite consistent. 

In the preceding section we have reported that ~n the analysis 

of the specific heat data the best result is obtained for the Ising model 

with the intrachain exchange constant Ja/k = - 39K. This value is in 

marked disagreement with the va lue Ja/k 8K ob tained by Herweyer et al . 

12 i from the temperature dependenee o f the intensity of the ant iferro

magneti c r esonance, ._•hich 1~as interprered in tems of spin c luster resonance . 

The same authors obtained the value Ja/k = - 36K from a preliminary 

specific heat analysis. Herweyer et al. 12 j do not specifi cally favour 

one particula r value but they note in their discussion that the value 

obtained from the spin cluster resonance shou l d be judged with care. In 

the only comparable case, CoC l z.2H 20 I 14 1, for which such measurements have 

been made, the same intensity analysis gives a value approximate ly five 

times smaller than the theore tica l value. 

This failure of the spin c luster resonance analysis may be explained 

by taking into account the ex i s tence of a tr icr i tical point in the 

magnetic phase diagram, which causes tha t for T < Tt at the phase transition 

H = Hc(T), where the resonances are observed, a domain structure will be 

present in t he sa~ple· 

This would not affect the value for the interchain interaction J 
c 

which was estimated from t he zero field afmr resonance al so i n terpreted a s 

spin c luster resonance, wh i ch resulted in t he value J /k = 2 .3K 121. 
c 

In view of the chemical structure which shows that the Cl-Co-Cl chains 
-+ -+ 

along the a-direction are only connected by hyd rogen bonds in the c-direction, 

it is hard to accept such a va lue for Je. Moreover, in t he case of Ising 

interactions such a value woul d give rise to a onset of two d imens ional 

long-range o rder far above t he actual ordering temperature. 

The refo re we feel that the value derived from the l ocat ion of the 

tricritical point i n the magnetic phase diagram is muc h more rel iable and 

in our apinion it may be worthwhile to reex ami ne the afmr data , since 

it seems quite feasable t hat the zero fie l d resonance at 90 Gh z is not 
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related to one magnon bound states but to a bu l k mode. 

Concluding we may say that, although the magnitude of Je is less 

certain, the d=l nature of CsCoCl3.2H20 seems to be established, 
Jb+Jc - 3 -T-- = 7.10 . In the next chapter we shall see tha t this result is 

va 
confirmed by neutron critical scattering experimen ts. 
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CHAPTER V Jf 

MAGNETIC CRITICAL SCATTERING IN ZERO FIELD 

5. I. Introduetion 

The temperature dependenee of the staggered magnet i zation and the 
-+ 

behaviour of the s tatic net pair correlation function Gn(R) can be 

obtained from neutron diffraction experiments. 

It was found that all the single-crystals of CsCoCl3.2H20 and 

CsCoC1 3 .2o20 that were available had a large mosaic spread in the 

~-direction (> 1°). Therefore the experiments were confined to the 
"' 

reciprocal a*b* plane. In this zone the most important magnetic reflections 

are found, see fig. 5.1 .1. 

a w scan 

(020) ---.f-------41~--+- b 2 e scan 

c (1 kO) scan 

d (H%0) scan 

~1~----~----------~--+-

r---f:--r----~-
nuclear reflection • 
magnet ie reflection 0 

(100) (200) (300) a* 

Figure 5. 1 . 1 . 

Schematic representation of the reciproca l a*b*-plane used for the neutron 

diffraction experiments on single- crystals. The Miller indices of the 

various reflections are based on the chemical unit cell. 

Due to the different periodicities of the a- and c-comoonents of the magnetic 
-+ 

moment s along the a-direction, see fig. 4.3.3, the longitudinal fluctuations 

* The analysis of the neutron diffraction experiments to be discussed in this 
chapter is an extension of and partly a reinterpretation of results 
published previously I I I. 
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of these components can be determined independent ly, from t he critical 

scattering at the (O!O) and ( 1 ~0) reciproca l lat t ice points, cf. eq n 

(4. 3. 2). 

In fig. 5. l.I. also the magneti c s uperlat ti ce reflections (100) 

and (300) are indicated. These reflections are absent in zero magnetic 

field, but if one calculates the magnetic structure factor, eqn (4 . 3 .1), 

it is found that the intensity of these reflect i ons is proportional to 

the response of the sys tem to a small magnetic fi eld appl ied along t he 

~-direction as indicated by eqn (4 .4.4). 

The differential cross-section of t he var ious magnetic reflections 

can be measured by scanning t hrough the corresponding reciprocal lattice 

points. In fig. 5.1 .I. we have indicated the four relevant possibilit ies 

for the ( 1~0) reflection. Scans ~ and ~ correspond to scan directions 
~ 

along the principal axes of the resolution function R(q) in the 

horizonta l plane, cf. fig. 3.5.3. The scan direc tion c is parallel 

to the reciprocal b~-axis and we shall denote this as the (IKO) scan. 

Scanning along the ~~-direction in the (!jO) reciprocal lattice point, 

scan_i• will be denoted as the (H! O) scan. It will be clear that in the 

(0~0) reciprocal lattice point the scan èirections ~ and d as well as 

b and c coincide. 

Because in the vicinity of the trans ition temperature T ~ TN t he 

Bragg intensities have to be corrected for t he diffuse scattering we 

shall start our analysis with a discussion of t he critica! scattering 

profiles in the paramagnetic region T ~ TN. 

5.2. The resolution function 

The critical scattering experiments were carried out on a relatively 

large single-crystal of CsCoCl3.2H20, which was shaped as a cylinder with 

a diameter of 6 mm and a height of I mm, the cylinder axis being roughly 
~ 

parallel to c. 

The vertical divergence of the scattered neutron beam was reduced t o 

~ 2°. For the hor izontal collimation a Seller slit with a divergence of 

30' was placed in front of the BF3 detector . 

~ 

The resolution function R(q ) in the horizontal plane was determined 

by mapping the region around the various reciprocal lattice poin t s at 
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temperature s well below the Néel point TN = 3.40 K. The observed Bragg 

peaks were analysed by fitting the intensity t o the Gaussian : 

I(q) = A exp ( 
4 

+ B, ( 5 . 2 . I ) 

adjusting the amplitude A, the fu l l width at half maximum Ïa (a=w,2S,a~ , b~), 

the background B and the centre of the prof i le q
0

• 

The agreement between experimental and calculated curves was 

satis factory . The halfwidths ra were fo und to be essentially temperature 

i ndependent for each particular scan direction and have been used to 

determine the 507. pr obability con tour of the resolut i on function in the 

vicinity of the (IlO) reciproca l l attice point, see fig. 5 . 2. I . 

t (1~0) 

I 

I 
I 
1~X(q), T > TN 
I 

I 

a* 

Figu't'e 5. 2. 1 . 

The 'f'esolution function R(q) in the vicinity of the ( l jO) 't'eflection . The 
data points r ep't'esent the haljiwidths r ' 28 * *) h ' a , a=w , , a , b w •eh CO't''f'espond 
to the fou't' scandi'f'ect1:ons indicated in fig . 5. 1. 1. 
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From the shape of the resolution functio n in t he vicinity o f t he 

(060) and the ( 200) reflections it was concluded t hat the mo sai c spread 

of the single-crystal in the horizontal plane was rather small (~ JO '). 

5.3. The wave vector-dependent susceptibility 

Just below the critical temperature TN = 3 . 40 K the observed profiles 

consiseed of a Gaussian Bragg peak superimpos ed on a critical scattering 

profile. This was seen most distinctly for the ( 16 0) reflection when .... 
s canning parall e l toa , see fig . 5.3.1. 

0.90 0.95 1.00 

Figure 5. 3.1. 

CsCoCI3 . 2H20 

T :3.40K 

(H Y2 o) 

peak 

peak 

1.05 a •- 1.10 

Example of the coexistence o f Zong-range order and shor t - range 

f luctuations jus t below the Néel point. 
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At temperatures above T~, the observed profiles of the (1~0) 

reEleetion were broadened indicating the absence of the magneti c 

Bragg peak and thus of the long-range order. 

The intensity of the critical scattering was rather small cornpared 

to the high background, which was rnainly due to the incoherent scattering 

of the hydrogPn atorns in t he sample. Atternpts to abserve critical 

scattering in the vicinity of the (O!O) reflection were hindered because 

of the presence of a relative l y large nuclear Bragg peak whi ch originated 

frorn the secend order lvavelength À2 = 1. 28R, scattered by the (OIO) planes. 

Because of the weak~es s of the (210) nuclear reflection, cf. fig. 4.3.2, 

this effect was absent at the (I!O) rnagnetic reciprocal lattice point. 

Therefore we shall limit our analysis of the wave vector-dependent 

susceptibility x(q,T) to a discussion of the rnagnetic critical scattering 

in the vicinity of the (I!O) reciprocal lattice pointforT ~ TN. 

c: CsCoC13 . 2H20 

r~ 
• (H Y2 o) 

• T =3.42 K 
c: o T =3.45 K 
:I 
0 • T =3. 70 K (.) 

• i 
0 

0 - - - -• • • • 
0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 • 1.10 

a-

Figure 5. 3. 2. 

Typical examples of observed scattering profiles of (H!O) scans at 

t hr ee different t emperatures above t he Néel point. 
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c 
.Ë CsCoCI3 . 2H20 

H • • • (1 K o) • 
• T=3.42K 

:I 
0 o T =3.45K u 

• T = 3.70 K 

• 

•• 
• ----- 0 - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - · -- --- . 

0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 • 0.60 
a-

Figure 5. 3. 3. 

Typical examples of observed scattering profi les of scans ( IKO) at 

three diff erent temperature above t he Néel point. Note the essential 

different temperature dependenee of these profi les compared with 

the (H!O} scans of f i g . 5. 3. 2. 

In fig . 5 . 3 . 2 . some typical intensity profil es for the criti ca! 

scattering are given as obtained from the (H!O) scans . As can be seen 

the halfwidth of t hese profiles is essent i al l y the same for the three 

tempera t ures represented . The profi l es are abou t twice a s broad a s a 

Bragg reflection for scans in this direction , cf . fig. 5.3.1. 

An essential ly different behaviour is displayed by t he peak s hapes 

observed i n scans perpendicular to t he ;*- dir ection, see fig. 5.3.3 . 

As can be seen the ( IKO) profiles broaden strongly if temperature is 

increased but a r e r e latively narrow c lose to TN . Thi s indicates that the 

wave vecto r-dependent s us ceptibility has t he planar shape expected fo r 

a one-dimensional magnetic system at temperatures slightly above TN , 

cf . f i g . 3 . 6 .1 , as we shall see below. 
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In order to analyse the critical scattering profiles we must use 

the deconvolution procedure described in section 3.6. However, this is 
-+ 

not possible, since the profile in the c-direction is not known. Therefore, 

we are forced to use a different approa ch which at least enables us to 

obtain a qualitative picture of the ordering process. 
_,.,. 

The critical scattering profiles for the scans in the a -direction 

were analysed by fitting them to the simple Gaussian of eqn (5.2.1) . 

The agreement betwee n the experimental and calculated curves was good. 

The resulting halfwidth s are preseneed in fig. 5.3.4, as a function of 

temperature. This analysis is due to the fact that the halfwidth of the 

3.0 

T (K) 

Figure 5.3.4. 

Temperature dependenee of the halfwidth of the (H ! 0) scans . Drawn line 

represents ~he projection of the 50% probability contour of the resolution 

function R(~) on the scan direction , cf. fig. 5.2.1. 

(H)O) scans :s essentially temperature independent a~d, most important, 

these halfwidths are exactly the same as the width which is obtained by 

projeering the 50% probability contou r of the resolution function R(~) 
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on the scandirection, cf. fig. 5.2 .1. Fig. 5.3.4 . thus demonstraces 

that the observed profiles of the (H!O) scans are determined by the 

shape of the resolution function only. The obser ved broadening of the 

(HIO) critica! scattering profiles with respect to the Bragg peaks 

when scanning along the ;•-direction is thus a purely geometri ca l 

effect caused by the planar shape of the wave vector-dependent 

susceptibility. 

This also implies that the inverse correlation length k1(T), which 
_,. 

characterizes the exponential decay of the co rrela tions along the a-

direction, is so small that it can not be determined, i .e . 

3.4K < T < 4 .2K. 

The peak shapes of the (IKO) scans were found to be non-Gaussian 

and we shall assume that the critical scattering cross-sect ion 

(5. 3. I ) 

.. 
in the b -direction can be represented by a simple Lorentzian, cf. eqn 

(3.4.18), 

with kz(T ) an i nverse correlation length wh ich is a measure for t he 

correlation between the chains . 

(5. 3.2) 

For the deconvolution of the ob~erved prof i les we may neg lect the 
...... 

extension o f t he resolution function in the a -d irec tion, since 

k1(T) <<r a'"· Therefore we represented the effect of the resolution 

function by a s imple Gaussian with the halfwidth r b• as determined from 

the full width at half maximum of th e Bragg refl ect ion for the (IKO) scans. 

Using the same analysis as in section 3.5. we find that in t hi s case 

the convolution integral eqn (3 .5. I) can be written as 

I(q) 
J 

exp 

0 

with M22 

t + 
2t Mzz (q-qo)z 

M22 + 2t 

I 

(Nzz + 2t)l 

1 1 
J J 

dt' (5.3.3) 
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The calculation of this integral was included as a subroutine in a least 

squares fit to the data for which the amplitude A(T), the centre of the 

cross-section q0 , the inverse correlation length kz(T) and a background 

were treated as free parameters. 

The resulting inverse correlation lengths kz(T) 

fig. 5.3.5. as a function of the reduced temperature 

-3 
10 

c.-0 
Figure 5. 3. 5. 

Double-logarithmic plot of [kz(T)J-l, expressedinatomie distances, versus 

the reduced temperature in the critical region. Drawn line corresponds to 

a divergence of 1/kz(T) at TN = 3.4K with a critical exponent vb = ~. 

In the critica! region we expect, cf. eqn (3.4. 13) 

[
T J vb kz(T) ~ TN- I . (5.3.4) 

The data of fig. 5.3.5 suggest the critica! exponent vb = !. This value, 

however, 1s only an estimate because in the analysis of the (IKO) scans 

we have neglected the correlation length in the ~-direction, which influences 

the observed profiles through the extension of the resolution function in 

the vertical direction. 
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5.4. The staggered susceptibility 

The experimentally found peak intensities of the (H!O) and (IKO) 

critical scattering profi l es, determined from the least-squares fits 

mentioned above, arepresentedas a function of temperature in fig. 5.4.1. 

c 
Ë~ 
0 n 0 
() 

Figur e 5. 4 . 1 . 

CsCoCI3 . 2H2 0 

• (1 K o) 
o (H Y2 o) 

r--

Experimentally observed peak intensities of the criticaZ saa~tcring 

profiles as a function of temperature. The divergence ct th.e tmr.shion. 

point TN = 3.4K corresponds with a divergence of the staggered 

susceptibility xst(TJ. 

The divergence of the peak intensity at t he transition point TN = 3. 4K 

indicates a divergence of the staggered susceptibility xst(T) at TN, 

since, according to eqn (3.3.14) 

X (T) "' X(; ) st o x< l!O). ( 5. 4. I) 

The true behaviour of xst(T) can not be determined because it has to 

be derived from the full three dimensional scattering prof i les. 
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Combin ing the results fo rtheinverse co r relat i on lengths k t(T) Rnrl 

k2 (T), which s hmv a n essentially different tempera ture dependence , we 

find that t he decrease of the peak in t ensity of the crit ical scattering 
-> 

profi l es direc tly ind icate s that the c hains along the a-direction r apidly 

become uncorrelated for tempe r atures away fr om TN. 

Therefore tve may also conc lude that the amplitude of the wave vector

dependent s us ceptibility at the ( 100) and (J!Ol rec iprocal latt i ce 

pos i tions become essentially the same forT » TN , cf. f ig. 5 . 1. I, 

X( IOO) xCilOl , 

and equivalent l y 

x(OOO) xCOlü l , 

1 

, ra 

""' 

T » T 
N 

T >> T 
N 

o Xa (T) 

• x;\r) 

~-~ 

'o-o. 
~ 

.. -- - - - -- - - - - - 0- - -

50 

T (K) 

Figun 5. 4. 2. 

(5.4 . 2) 

(5 . 4 . 3) 

Static susceptibility of' CsCoCl3 . 2H20 with the na:netic !'ield a;plied 
+ 

along the a- direction . DPa~n line corresponds to a divergence at the 

transition point with a critical exponent y =l . Data have been taken from 
ref. 121. 
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The amplit ude o f the wave vector-dependent susceptibility at the (000), 

(100), (200) etc reciprocal lattice positions represents t he response of 

the sys tem to a small uniform magneti c field applied a l ong the ~-di rec tion 

and has been determined by conventional sta tic susceptibi li ty measure

wents 121. For temperatures not toa c l ose t o TN, these measure~ents 

suggest a divergence of xa(T) at TN. From the linea r behaviour of the 

reciprocal of xa(T), see fig. 5.4.2, in the t emperature region 

JO < T < SOK and using the result of eqns (5 . 4 . 2- 3) we may conclude 

t ha t the staggered susceptibility x
5

t(T) in CsCoCl3 . 2H20 has a streng 

divergence at TN, i. e . y~ I. 

5.5. Temperature depend enee of the zero field staggered magnetization 

The first investigations of the magnetic properties of CsCoCl3.2H20 

1n the long-range ordered state have been performed by means of nuclear 

magne tic resonance 12 1, see fi g . 4 . 3 .3. In the vic inity of the Néel 

temperature t he resonance lines became very weak and the measur ements 

were confined toT~ 3 . 2K , l<hich 1vas ins ufficient todetermine the 

critical exponent 8 conneeeed with the decrease of the staggered 

magnetizat i on in the critical reg i on. 

Therefore the tempera ture depend enee of the long-ra nge order has 

also been determined by means of neutron sca tteri ng . In order to avoid 

poss ible primary extinction effec t s a small crysta l of CsCoCl 3.2020 

1vas preferred above the larger CsCoC l 3.2H20 c r ysta l used for the cr i tical 

scattering experiments described above . The deuterium pe r centage 1vas 

estimated to be "' 907., hmvever , due to a different mosaic spread in the 
->-
c - direc tion bath c r : s t a l s had a comparable peak-backgr ound ratio . 

The scattering experiments were performed in the a*b•-plane and in 

order to facilitate the correction for critica! sca ttering in the 

vicinity of T~, the intens ity of the (O!O) and (I!O ) magnetic r eflect i ons 

was obtained by scanning through t he corresponding r ec iprocal lattice 

points in directions paralle l and perpendic~lar to the a*-axis, as 

indicated in fig . 5. I. I . 
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The ~éel cemperacure of the sample wasT = 3.3K as indicated by 
N 

the absence of long-range order in the (ljO) reflection above this 

temperature. 

Ac cemperatures T < 3.0K the observed scattering profiles were 

ana l ysed by fitting them to the Gaussian of eqn (5.2. I) adjusting the 

amplitude, the halfwidth, the position and the background. 

In the cemperature region 3.0 ~ T ~ 3.3K the observed profi l es of 

t he ( ri~U) scans were corrected for critical scattering. This was not 

necessary for the (IKO) scans because of the planar shape of the wave 

vector-dependene susceptibility. The critical scattering manifests itself 

in this scan direction as an increas ed background, which was a free 

parameter in che least-squares analys is . 

The intensities of the (OjO) reflection were corrected for the 

nuclear concribution originating from the second-order wavelength A2 

contamination. From measurements for T > TN this temperature independent 

contr: '- ution '"as found to be 6% of che total intensity of the (OjO) 

refleccion at T = 1 .2K . In the temperature region 3.0 < T < 3.3K the 

critical scattering in the v i cinicy of the (Ojü) reciprocal lattice point 

showed che anticipated planar shape. Therefore only the 28-scans could 

be used for the determination of the long-range order in this temperature 

region. In an w-scan, cf. fig. 5. I. I, the critical scattering had exactly 

che same shape as the long-range order Bragg peaks and there was no way 

co separa t e both effects . 

The temperature dependenee of wa and wc as obtained from the square 

root of che intensity of the (OlO) and (1!0) Bragg reflections, reduced 

to I at T=O, is given 1n fig . 5.5. I as a function of reduced temperature 

T/TN eegether 1áth the NMR data of fig . 4.3 . 3. It is seen that within the 

experimental accuracy wa and wc can be scalP.d on each other . This 

implies that the canting angle $m' see fig. 4 . 3 . 4 , is essentially cemperature 

independent. 

In order to be able co cernpare the results of CsCoCl3.2D20 with various 

cheorecical models we have included in fig . 5.5.1 the predictions of che 

mean-fi.:1 d '3t , and the d=2 and d=3 Ising model 14 1 for a simple cubic (se) 

laccice with S=j. From the figure ie may beseen that the d=3 Ising model 

gives the best description of the temperacure dependenee of che order 

paramet e r in CsCoc1 3 .2o20. However, there is a systemacic discrepan cy 
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3d Ising 

CsCoCI3 · 2020 

0 (oY2 o) NO 

e (1 Y2 0) NO 

CsCoCI3 · 2H20 

+ NMR 

mean field 

TN = 3.30 

Figure 5. 5. 1. 

2d Is ing 
/ 

1.0 

The reduced temperature dependenee o f t he zero field staggered 

magne~ization of CsCoCl3 . 2H20 , TN ~ 3 . 4K, and CsCoCl 3 . 2D20 , TN 

as determined b y NMR and neutron diffraction. 
3 . 30K , 

at in termed i ate t empera t ur es which ~s probably caused by the diff e rence 
i n t he l a tt ice conf i gura tio n. 

In t he vicini t y of the c r itical poin t t he va ni shing of the or der 

pa r ame t er is described by the crit i cal exponent B : 
T 

M (T) 
s t 

M(O) 
st 

( 5 . 5 . I ) 
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The data 1n the tempersture region 3.0 < T < 3 . 3K ~ere fitt ed to this 

po1oerla1J by a least-squares analysis , in Hhich each data point 1o1as 

Heighted inversel y proportional to its eJtimated erro r. Inc luding data 

corresponding t o temperatures T ~ 3. 0K decreased t he qua lity of the 

fit. This indi.cates t lic breakd01o1n of the p01Jerlaw behav i our away from TN. 

The resu l t for the best fit , with all parameters allowed t o vary 

frcrly is s how n in fig. 5 . 5.2. The corresponding fi nal values for the 

pa rar. t'r.,rs and the one-standard-deviation statistica l e rrors are: 

I 

T~ 1.301 + 0 . 005K 

BT I .549 + 0 .003 

Br o.298 + o.oo3 

Mst (T) 
Mst (o) 

0.4 

. 9. 
eQ. -• __ o --

--- 3d I sing 

• (1~0) 
0 (o/'2 o) 

mean field 

0-YrJ -

1.0 

0.4 

._r")r.., :,.•; ?.t;. - -: agal"JitJm:il'' r-? ... t f lJza te . ~ er'!). ur :....ependen~e of +h !'educea 

~: e 1•o f ielo. •aggere mc.gne -·:::c.: iio;z oj' CsCoCl 3 . 2Dz0 in ti?e •r•·i t, ·a l 
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Taking i n t o account possibl e systematic errors in the tempera ture 

measuremen t and the extrapolated value of Ms t (O ),we beli eve t hat mo re 

reali s tic values with errors are: 

TN 3 . 30 + 0.02K 

1.55 + 0.05 ( 5.5.2) 

From fig. 5.5. 2 it can beseen that the d=3 I sing model gives an 

excellent description 

critical region, (I -

5.6. Di scussion 

of the order parameter in CsCoCl3. 2D20 in the 
T -1 
Tl < 10 . 

N 

The most important r es ult obta ined 1n t his chapte r i s t hat th e 

long-range order in CsCoCl 3 .2H20 (-D20) shows a pure three dimensional 

(d=3) behaviour whereas the wave vector-de pendent susceptibi li t y has 

pronounced low dimensiona l characteristics . 

The tempe rature dependenee o f the l ong-range o rder i s well described 

by th e d= 3 , S= j Is ing mod el . The criti ca l expo nent 8T = . 30 + . OI f ound 

for CsCoC l 3 .2D20 is in good agreement with t he theore~ical predietien 

B = 0 . 31 2, cf. table 2 . 5. I, although the va l ue found experime ntally is 

slightly t oo low. The s ame has been found i n FeC1 2 151 and dysp rosi•m 

aluminium garne t ( DAG) 16 1 two othe r metamagnets for Hhich r espectively 

8 = 0 . 29 + 0.01 and 6 = 0.26 ~ 0 . 0 2 has been report ed. 

In addition to prediering the critical expo nen t 8 , t he d=3 I s ing 

model can also be used t o ca l culate the value of the proportiona lity 

constant BTin eqn (5 . 5. I ) wh ich, unlike 8 , i s both spin and la ttice 

dependent. Fo r the d=3 and S=j Ising mod e l Ess am and Fishe r 17 1 f ound 

BT to have th e values I . 570 ~ 0.001, I .491 + 0 . 001 and I . 488 + 0 .001 f o r 

simp l e-cubic ( se) , body-cen t r ed-cubi c (bcc) and f ace- cent red- cub i c ( f ee ) 

l a tti ce configurations , respective l y . The exper imenta l value BT = 1. 55 + 0 . 05 

for CsCoCl 3. 2D20 compares favourably with t hese theoretica! va l ues . 

The two o ther critica l exponents f ound f o r CsCoCl 3 . 2H20 , i. e. 

y = I and v = I could only be es timated . I n t he analys i s of the wave 

vec t o r - de pend ent s us ceptibil i t y we could no t use the full t hree dime ns i o na l 

c ritical scatt e r i ng profil es . Thi s was precluded by the l a r ge mosa i c 
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+ 
spread in the c-direction of the single-crystals available. However, 

there is a striking difference in the behaviour of the correlation 

in the ;-direction (~ 1/kl(T)) and the correlation length in the 

b-direction (~ 1/kz(T)), which reflects the linear character of the 

length 

system. 

The correlation length in the chain remains practically constant up to 

T = 4.2K. The interchain correlation length shows a maximum at TN and 

decreases very sharply at increasing temperatures. 

If one wishes to obtain a picture of the order-disorder process 

at TN it should be realized that these correlation lengths represent the 

correlation between spins that deviate from the average value as expressed 

by the net pair correlation function Gn(R) defined in eqn (3.3.5). 

At T=O there is only long-range order present in the system; each 

spin is aligned according to the ideal ordering scheme. When the 

temperature is increased chains of spins, which are located at different 

places in the lattice and are isolated from each other, may turn over 

(flip) their orientation. The average length of such a row is determined 

by the exchange interaction Ja. The number of flipped rows increases with 

temperature but they remain physically isolated from each other if the 

temperature is not too close to TN. When the temperature approaches TN 

there will be a tendency for the flipped rows to cluster. This then gives 

rise to an increase of the correlation length between the chains as the 

dimensions of the flipped regions increase. At TN the number of flipped 

and unflipped spins has become equal and at still higher temperatures the 

clusters break up again. This leads to a decrease of the interchain 

correlation length while the intrachain correlation remains relatively 

large. 

In fact we findan explicit condition eqn (5.3.1) fortheinverse 

correlation length kj(T) which we may campare with the results of model 

calculations as we have demonstrated in sectien 3.6, i.e. 

T ~ 4.2K. (5. 3. I) 

For the d=l, S=! Ising model we have, cf. eqns (3.6. I 1-13) 

- ln lul ( 5. 6. I) 

with 

u = tanh (z~:TJ . (5.6.2) 
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Using in eqn (5.3.1) for ra• the value found by the determination of 

the·50% probability contour of the resolution function we find that 

according to the I s ing model the intrachain interaction must satisfy 

the condition 

Ja/k > 25K, Is i ng, d=l. (5.6.3) 

The same analysis may be applied using t he results for t he d=l, S=! 

Heisenberg model for which Fisher lal gives 

U = coth [:~:TJ (5.6.4) 

The combination of eqn (5.3.1) and eqn (5.6.4) directly result s in 

J )k > I SOK Heisenberg, d=l. (5.6.5) 

The conditions, eqns (5.6.3) and (5.6.5), imposed on the intrachain 

interaction Ja by the analysi s of the critical scattering data can 

be compared with the results obtained from the specific heat 

measurements as given in the preceding chapter . From this we 

evidently find that the dominant exchange interac tion in CsCoCl3.2H20 

can only be described by the Ising model . 

Finally we remark that the low Néel t emperature and the pure 

d=3 character of the long-range order in CsCoCl3.2H20 strongly 

indicates t hat the couplings between the chains must be very weak and 

that the corresponding exchange constant Jb and Je must be of comparable 

magnitude, in agreement with the conjectures made in chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE TRICRITICAL POINT IN CsCoCl3.2H20 

6. I. Introduetion 

In chapter IV, section 4.4.2, we have discussed the metamagnetic 

phase diagram of CsCoCl3.2H20. The NMR rotation experiments indicate 

that the phase transition is observable in bath the ac-plane and the 
-+ 

ab-plane, when the a-component of the externally applied magnetic field 

exceeds the critical value Hc(T). At the phase transition the magnetic 

moments in alternare ac-planes reverse and CsCoC1 3.2H20 changes from a 

four-sublattice system into a two-sublattice system. 

Tricritical behaviour Ln CsCoCl3.2H20 may be expected as a 

result of the interplay of the antiferromagnetic exchange Jb and the 

ferromagnetic exchange J . In fact, preliminary measurements on the 
c 

magnetic phase diagram of CsCoCl3.2020 I I I have shown that the tricritical 

point may be located in the vicinity of T = 2K. This makes CsCoCl 3 .2020 

an attractive compound to study tricritical behaviour, since the 

experiments can be performed in the liquid He 4 range and at relatively 

low magnetic fields, Hc(O) ~ 2.85 kOe. 

The best methad for studying the tricritical point in CsCoCl3.2D20, 

is clearly neutron diffraction,since bath the staggered magnetization 

M
5

t and the induced uniform magnetization M can be derived from 

superlattice reflections. Especially the determination of M, permitted 

by the two sublattice arrangement in the paramagnetic region, is 

important since this makes a correction for demagnetizing effects 

possible. 

The experiments to bedescribed in this chapter, are confined to 

a determination of the magnetic field dependenee of M
5

t(H,T) and M(H,T) 

Ln the vicinity of the phase boundary H = Hc(T), at fixed temperatures 

Ln the range 1.3K < T < 3.0K. 

We shall discuss various independent ways in which the tricritical 

point (Tt,Ht) can be located. The measurements make it possible to 

obtain the critical indices B , B , B , B+ and B-, which characterize 
t tr u 

the behaviour of the staggered magnetization and the induced magnetization 

at the tricritical point. 
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The results for the critical exponent SR along the critical line 

H = Hc(T) for Tt < T < TN, will be compared with the value at TN, 

ST= 0.30 + 0.01 as determined in chapter V, thus providing a test of 

the smoothness hypothesis. 

Furthermore, we shall consider the various ways to write the equation 

of state in the vicinity of the tricritical point. The experimental data 

for the staggered magnetization and the induced magnetization will be used 

to test these sealing proposals, which leads to the additional determination 

of two tricritical exponents, ~ and ö • 
. u 

Finally, having collected a full set of tricritical exponents, we 

shall cernpare the results obtained for CsCoCl3.2DzO with the theoretica! 

predictions, with the results reported for He3-He4 mixtures and for the 

metamagnets FeClz and Dy3Als012• systems both with and without an 

induced staggered magnetic :ield in the sample. According to the group 

theoretica! analysis of Alben et al. 121 this possibility may be excluded 

in the present expe~iment of ~s~oCl3.2DzO. 

6.2. Experimental 

The neutron diffraction experiments were performed on the two-crystal 

neutron diffractometer described in sectien 2.6. The sample was a 

small crystal of CsCoCl3.2DzO with the dimensions 6 x 4 x 0,5 mm3 , 

the crystallographic ~-axis being perpendicular to the flat face. The 

measurements were confined to the reciprocal a*b* plane, see fig. 5.1. I, 

in which the intensity of the magnetic (1~0) and (100) superlattice Bragg 

reflections were investigated. The sample was mounted with its ~-axis 

vertical in a liquid He4 bath-cryostat, which was mounted on a conventional 
+ 

magnet with the field H in the horizontal plane. However, it was net 

possibl~ to crient the magnetic field along the ;-direction of t he sample. 

This was caused by the large angle (32°) between scattering vector and the 

;-direction, when the (I!O) planesarein reflection, cf. fig. 5.1. I. In 
+ 

that situation, see fig. 6.2.1, the incoming beam, wave vector KQ, would 

be intercepted by ene of the magnet poles. This could be prevented either by 

increasing the distance between the magnet poles (at the expense of the 

field homogeneity) or by orienting the magnetic field not along the ~
direction. In order to keep the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field across 

the sample to be less than !%, in the final geometry of the experiment, 

the angle between the magnet i c field and the ;-direction of the sample was 

chosen to be 8°. 
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Figure 6.2.1. 
.... 

Schematic drawing of the scattering geometry with the magnetic fi eld H 

along the ~-direction and the scattering vector ; in the (I!O) direction, 

cf. fig . 5.1. 1. 

The experiments were carried out by measuring the peak intensity 

of the (IlO) and (JOO) magnetic Bragg reflections as a function of t he 

applied magnetic field at various fixed temperatures in the range 

1.3K < T < 3.0K. In zero field and in the vicinity of the phase boundary 

H = Hc(T), the full intensity profiles were determined in order to be 

able to correct for critical scattering and the background . The intensity 

of the (100) and (IlO) magnetic reflections, as derived from the magnetic 

structure factor,eqn (4.3.1), may be expressed in termsof the individual 

magnetic moments as follows: 

2 

IlOO(H,T) ~ [~l c(H,T) + ~ 2 c(H,T)) 
2 

li!O(H,T) ~ [~lc(H,T)- ~ 2c(H,T)) 
(6. 2. I) 
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with ~lc and ~2c the c-component of the magnetic momentsof two neighbouring 

' cabalt atoms 1n the b-direction. Gi ven the magnitude and the Ising nature 

of the dominant excha nge interac tion Ja, we may consider the canting angle 

~m ' see fig. 4 .3. 4, independent of the magnet ic field, thi s has been 

ver ified experimen tally in sectien 4.4. , and, wi th t he magne tic fi eld 

in the ab-plane, it is sufficient to consider the "ublattices and 2 

indicated in fig.( 4. 4. 2) . Therefore, we may use the intensity of the ( 14 0) 

reflection as a measure of t he staggered magnetization Mst(H, T) and the 

intensity of the (100) r e f lect ion as a measure of the induced uniform 

magnetization M( H,T ) .· 

For the analysis of the data the intensity of the ( 100) a nd (JjO) 

reflect i ons mus t be normalized. This has been done with t he va l ues obtained 

by ext rapo l at i on to T=O o f t he zero field intensity for the ( J!O) ,and well 

above the c r itical field f or the (100) r eflection. With the thus obtained 

normali zed intensities it is straightforward to determine the two sublattice 

~agne tizations M1 ( H, T) and Mz(H ,T), wh ich characterize the magnitude of the 

magnetic moments in adjacent ac-planes, 

! ! 
Mt (H, T) IIOO'(H,T) + Iqo'(H,T) 

(6.2. 2) 
1 1 

M2 (H,T) II OO'(H ,T) - r
110

'(H,T) 

stnce 

1 
r,oo'(J.<,T) M(H,T) ![Ht(H,T) + H2 (H,T) J 

l 
Iqo' (t-l,T) Hs t (n ,T) ![H1 (ii,T) -l-lz(h,r)J. (li. 2 . 3) 

In the remainder of this chapter we s hall consider normalized intensities only 

and the cor re s pondi.ng reduced values o f Mst( H,T) , M(H ,T), M1 (H , T) and Mz(H , T) 

as expressed by eqns (6 . 2.2) and (6. 2 . 3) . 

6.2. I. Cor r ec tion for demagnetizing effec ts 

In genera l, experiments in a magneti c fie ld give rise t o demagnetizing 

e ffec t s whi ch cause the internal magne tic field Hint in the sample to be 

different from the externally applied magnetic f ield Hext' 
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(6.2.4) 

The demagnetization factor N depends on the shape of the sample and can 

only be defined for quadratic surfaces. 

It has been pointed out by Wyatt IJl that a sample with a finite 

demagnetization factor N#O can not undergo a discontinuity in the induced 

magnetization M(Hext'T) at a first-order phase transition. For if at 

Hint = Hc(T) the magnetization suddenly went from the antiferromagnetic 

value M-(T) to the paramagnetic value M+(T) there would be an increase in 
+ -

the demagnetizing field of N(M(T)-M(T)), which would lower the field 

inside the sample below the critical value. This implies that the sample 

can not have saturation magnetization below an external magnetic field 

Hc(T) + N M+(T). Therefore,in the external magnetic field range 

Hc(T) + N M-(T) < H < H (T) + N M+(T), the sample will be in mixed 
ext c 

state with antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic domains. The sample will 

be partially magnetized,such that the internal magnetic field remains 

H (T) IJl: 
c 

M(H , T) 
ext 

H -H (T) 
ext c 

N 
mixed state, T < Tt. (6.2.5) 

Eqn (6.2.5) expresses how conventional magnetization measurements can be 

used to determine the dernagnetization factor experimentally as the 

reciprocal of the slope of the magnetization versus field curves at a · 

first-order phase transition. 

In a scattering experiment,the magnetization of the sample i s 

measured as the square-root of the Bragg intensity of the paramagnetic 

reflections. However, if at T=O the sample is in a mixed state the 

intensity of the pararnagnetic reflections is solely deterrnined by t he 

number of magnetic moments in t he paramagnetic domains. On the other 

hand,the antiferromagnetic domains contribute only to the anti

ferromagnetic reflections. This implies that in the mixed state 

eqns (6 .2 . 1-J) are not valid and that the slope of the intensity versus 

field curves at T=O must be used to determine the demagnetization in the 

sample. 

The single-crystal of CsCoCl3.2D2 0 used for t he present experiments 

was shaped to an ellipsoid with the dimensions 6 x 4 x 0.5 rnm3 . However, 

given the extreme flatness of the sample, thi s could only be achieved 
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approximately. From these dimensions the demagnetizing field, 
~ ~ 

Hext-Hint' at low temperatures in the paramagnetic state, H > Hc(T), 

could only he estimated, ~ 100 Oe. 

Therefore the demagnetization factor N and the distrihutions in 

internal fields caused hy the imperfect ellipsoidal shape of the sample 

were determined experimentally. 

It was found that at low temperatures the intensity versus field 

curves of the (1~0) and (100) magnetic reflections were rounded off. 

This was caused by the combined influence of a non-uniform external 

magnetic field across the sample and the not perfect ellipsoidal shape 

of the sample. The rounding off could not he reduced by changing 
~ 

the angle of the magnetic field with the a-direction nor hy illuminating 

only a part of the sample. The average demagnetizing field at low 

temperatures in the paramagnetic region, H ~ Hc(T), was found to be 100 Oe. 

The spread in internal fields in the sample, indicated by the rounding 

off, could very well he represented by a Gaussian distribution with a 

full-width at half-maximum of 50 Oe. However, due to the rounding off, 

the onset of the first-order phase transition in the vicinity of the 

tricritical point could nat very well he detected. 

To overcome this difficulty we analyzed the data with a method capahle 

of directly detecting the mixed state, using the fact that the intensity 

of the (1!0) and (100) magnetic reflections will he influenced hy domains 

~n the sample. To demonstrate this,consider fig. 6.2.2 in which we have 

plotted the temperature dependenee of the magnetization of suhlattice I 

determined from the intersection of the intensity versus Hext curves of 

the (100) and (1!0) reflection. This, according to eqns (6.2.1-3), implies 

that M2=0. Thus if r 1 ~ 0 (Hext'T) = r 100 (Hext'T) the internal magnetic 

field in the sample cancels the molecular field caused hy sublattice 

at sublattice 2. On the other hand, at sublattice I there can he no 

molecular field due to sublattice 2 (M2=0),but this field is replaced 

hy the internal magnetic field in the sample. This is prohably the reason 

why the temperature dependenee of MJ(M2=0) is well represented by the 

prediction of the mean field theory for T > I .9K, as can he seen in fig. 

6.2.2. However, this analysis is no longervalid forT < I .8K, where we 

find experimentally that M1 > I, which clearly is a nonsensical result. 

This indicates the preserree of domains in the sample and directly leads 
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1.5.------""T""------,r-------r------, 

-------- ---
domains 
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~ 0 .5 

0 

~, ',.........-Mst (T), H = 0 . ' 
mean field 

Figure 6.2.2. 
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\ 
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I 

T (K)-

4.0 

The t emperature dependenee of M1 if M2=0; r 1!0(H,T) = r 100CH,T). For 

T > 1 .9K the f igure shows that the replaeement of the moleaular fi eld 

of a sublattiee by the internal magnetie f ield in the sampl e induees 

mean field behaviour . ForT< 1.8K this analysis fails indi eating t he 

presenee of domains in the sample . 

to an estimate for the tricritical temperature Tt = 1.85 ~ O.OSK . The 

isothermsof M1 (H ),as determined by application of eqn (6.2.2), ,.;rere 
ext 

found to have the same unphysical behaviour, M1 > I, in the vicinity of 

t he phase border for temperatures T < 1. 85K, thus providing a determination 

of the mixed state. 

The final data to be discuss ed below have been correc ted for 

demagnetizing effects by using t he average demagneti zation factor as 

determined experimentally from the extrapolated va lue to T=O of t he 

slope of the i ntensity versus field curves in the mixed state. For 

T < 1.85K we have corrected the data for t he inhomogeneities in the 

internal field by removing the rounding off in the vicinity of the phase 

border. This was done by demanding that M1=l in t he experimentally 

found mixed state and that the induced magnetization M(Hext) has the 

linear behaviour as expressed by eqn (6.2.5), such that t he total 

"scattering power", r 1 ~ 0 (Hext) + r 100(Hext)' of t he sample remained 
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unaffected. 

However, it will be clear that these corrections for rounding off can 

be a souree of systematic errors. This will be taken into account in the 

analysis of the data. 

ForT > 1 . 85K the influence of the distributions of internal fields 

tn the sample was estimated by consiclering the data for different values 

of the demagnetization factor N. 

6.3. The critica! behaviour forT < T < TN 

The critical behaviour along the line H; Hc(T) for Tt < T < TN 

may be used to test the smoothness hypothesis, which prediets that the 

critical exponents should be independent bath of the position on the 

critical line and the direction of approach, see sectien 2.6. Furthermore, 

the expected breakdown of the smoothness hypothesis at a tricritical 

point may be used to obtain an independent determination of the 

tricritical point. 

Consicier first the general behaviour of the staggered and the induced 

magnetization, M
5

t(H) and M(H), and the magnetization of the two sublattices, 

M1(H) and M2(H), in this temperature region . In fig. 6.3.1 we have represented 

the final results of the field measurements at four different temperatures, 

abtairred from the observed intensities by application of eqns (6.2.2-3) 

after correction for demagnetizing effects and critica! scattering. 

In the vicinity of the critical line the "down" sublattice M2 passes 

through zero while the "up" sublattice M1 decreases. For H :;, Hc(T) the 

two sublateices M1 and M2 are equal and there is no way in which reversal 
_,. 

of a staggered field along the b-direction can result in a first-order 

phase transition, cf. fig. 2.2.2 and eqn (2.2.6). The difference between 

M1 and M2 for H ~ Hc(T) is measured by the Bragg intensity of the (1!0) 

reflection, which thus may serve to define the order parameter. The 

variatien of the Bragg intensity of the (100) reflection and thus of the 

induced magnetization Mat the phase boundary,is smooth as may be expected 

for a non-ordering density. The essentially different nature of these two 

thermadynamie densities is also indicated by the observation of critical 

scattering in the vicinity of the (I!O) reflection, whereas the critica! 

scattering around the (100) reflection could hardly be detected. 
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Figure 6. 3. 1 . 

The staggered magnetization Mst(H) and the induced magnetization M(H) 

at four different temperatures. The data are corrected for demagnetizing 

effects and criticaZ scatteY'ing. The field dependenee of the "up"-subZattice 

M1 and the "down " subZattice M2 is indicated by arrows. 

The critica! scattering around the (1~0) reciprocal lattice point 

as a f unction of the magnetic field peaks at the phase border. This is 1n 

accordance with the expectation that at a critica! boundary the order 

parameter will have streng critical fluctuations, exponent y. 
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Fig1u ·e 6. 3. 2. 

Obs er e sca~ ter i ng pr fïles around the ( I ! 0) r efZe tion for 

T = 2 .25K; (h!O) and ( l kO) en te scan directions parallel a~d 

per pend · uZar to h ;*-di re(:tion r espective l y. 

The observed critica l scattering showed the s ame planar s hape, 

characteri s t ic f o r the fluctuations in a d=l system, as found for measurements 

in zero f ie ld near TN, see chapte r V. As can be seen from fig . 6.3.2 the 

critica l scatteri ng in the scans parallel to the ;*-direction (h!O) showed 

th e finite width determi ned by the shape of the r e solution function , cf . 
.... * 

fig . 5 .3 . I. The critical scatte ring 1n scans pe rpendi cular te th e a-

direction (l kO) manifests itsel f as an increased background . The pl anar 
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shape of the wave vector-dependent susceptibility is most clearly seen 

for H > Hc(T), where the long-range order has disappeared. In view of 

the results obtained in zero field at TN, we have not attempted to 

analyse the critical scattering in more detail and we shall restriet 

our discussion to the critical behaviour of the long-range order. 

The decrease of the staggered rnagnetization at the critical field 

1s described by the critical exponent BH: 

M (H) 
st 

(6. 3 . I) 

The data,corrected for critical scattering and demagnetizing effec t s, 

were fitted to t he powerlaw of eqn (6.3. I ) by the method of least-squares. 

The analysis was restricted to the vi c inity of the c ritical line, 
- 3 -) - 3 

5 .1 0 <EH< 10 . The data for EH < 5 .1 0 were not included in the 

analysis,since the corrections for rounding off exceeded 57.. 

In the temperature region 2.0K < T < 3.0K the critical exponent BH 

could be obtained by handling all the parameters in eqn (6.3. I) as a 

free parameter. It was found that,within the accuracy of the experiment, 

BH was independent of temperature, SH ~ 0.29. The propo rtionality constant 

BH in eqn (6 . 3. I) was found to increase with decreasing tempe rature, 

1.3 ~BH~ I . 5, which probably reflects the changing direction of approach 

to the crit ical line. The final result forT= 2.27K is shown in fig. 

6 . 3.3 as a typical example for this temperature region. 

When the same general analysis was applied 1n the interval 

I . 9K < T < 2.0K,the quality of the fit was r educed considerably . I t 

was found that this was due to cross-over from critical to tri critical 

behaviour and the sirnple powerlaw of eqn (6 . 3.1) could not be used to 

analyse the data. For the two temperatures,T = 1. 90 K and T 1. 94 K,for 

which data were available,two powerlaws were present in the c rit ical 

region. This was analysed by log-log platting of the data for d i ffe rent 

values of the critical field. For both temperatures it was found t hat in 

the region 10-
2 ~ EH < 10-l the Mst ~ H curves could be described by a 

critical exponent B ~ 0. 15, but closer to the critical field the slope 

was different indicating an exponent BH~ 0.29 . The cross-over was the 

most distinct for T = I .90K fo r which the final re sult of this analysis 

1s pre sented in f ig. 6.3 . 3 . 

In the temperature r eg ion 1.85K < T < I .9K no cross - over was observed . 
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t T=2.27 /1 =.29 

T =1.90 

T=1.85 

., . ;_:; . ; ~ . :", T 

,LL .13 

1Ö
1 

( 1-H/Hc(T))-

-.- · . ._, data cou l d a,;..:~ n be ~::": ysed by a full le::;st -squares f it t o the :;i:c;p l e 

pcverla~ of eqn (6.3 .l ) , as can be ~ een in fig. 6 .3 . 3 forT = I . 85K . 
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Ihe final values of the critical exponent BH and the estimat ed 

erro rs, main l y due to th e spread of the interna l field in th e samp l e , 

are co llee red in fig. 6.3.4 as a tunetion o f temperature . 

. 5 

CsCoCI3 · 2020 
0 j]H (T) 

• flr (TN) 

.4 I 

jJ ( T) 

:iî 
I 

f f 
I 

. 3 

ff f ·-
I 

. 2 ---- ~t --- !3t = .15 ± .02 

.1 {3 = .30:t . 01 

1.5 Tt 2 .0 2.5 3.0 3.5 

T (K) 

::'es t of rize arr:oc:}zne ~s '' otnesis in CsCoC l 3 . 2D20 . 1-lithir. tlze :;: C:Ar>acy 

of the preser. - exper i men= t ize ''~ ;;.e of t he cri ti::a". exponent BH i s 

independe1;:; c f temperature anC: in agreemen t •Jith the va .ue of BI at IN . 

['pa;o.,;' ; 7.ine r <;pr e er. s ;;he pr e .:i<: ~ cio~ of the d= 3 Isir:g mode l. Dotted 

?.i>;e ! l::. e ~:,ma7.ed :,lcz~~ o f ~;ze tricr'i-:ica l expone nt Bt . 

As can be seen, along the line of c ritica l points H = Hc( I ) ,the val ue 

of BH remains unchanged withi n the accuracy of the present experimen t, 

whi ch may be es timated t o be better than JOZ . Furthermore, t he average 

val ue for BH i s found t o be 

0 . 295 + 0 . 0 10 , (6. 3. 2) 
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Figure 6. 4 . 1 . 

The , i<; d dependenee o'' M
5

t (H ) and M(H) i n the v ·oini ty of the t riple 

Line H = Hc(T) at four d·i f "erer:t temp ratur es. The da t a are correct d 

fo !' rounàing off. The behav iolll' of M1(H) and M2(H) is i ndi cated by 

the arrows. 
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~n sa tisfactory agreement with the value 81 = 0.30 ~ 0 . 01 at TN and 

hence with the conjectures of the smoothness hypothesis. 

In the vicinity of T = 1 .85K the va lue of the critical exponent 

BH has changed, suggesting a breakdoHn of smoothness. The different 

value of BH combined with the cross-over found above T = I . 90K,indicates 

the proximity of a tricritical point. Consictering the possible s ystematic 

errors in the demagne tization correction we may conclude for the 

tricritical temperature Tt and the tricritical exponent Bt in CsCoC l 3.2D20: 

Tt 1.86+0.02K 
(6 . 3. 3) 

Bt o. 15 + 0.02 

The value of Bt is distinctly smaller than the t heoretical predietien 

Bt = 0 . 25 , cf. eqn (2.7.10). Furthermore , as can beseen in fig. 6.3 .3, 

the simple powerlaH of eqn (6 . 3.1) gives an exce llent description in the 

vicinity of the tricritical point and no evidence was found for the 

logarithmic correction terms, '"hich are predicted by Wegner and Riedel 141. 

6 . 4. The first - order phase transition for T < T t 

For temperatures below T = 1.85K the Mt (Hex t) c urves , as determined 

from the normalized Bragg intens i ties of the (I jO) and (I 00) reflections 

using eqn ( 6 . 2. 2), showed the unphysical behaviour Mt > 1 ~n the vicinity 

of the phase border H = Hc(T), indicating a first-order phase transition. 

Additiona l evidence for the different nature of the ,hase t ransition was the 

absence of critical sca ttering below T ~ 1 .85K . 

After correction for demagnetizing effects and remaval of the 

rounding off Hst' M, Mt and M2 a ll showed a discontinuity at the phase 

border. For a few selected temperatures the corrected data are presen ted 

~n fig. 6 . 4 .1. 

The discontinuities of the staggered magnetizat i on ó~st and the 

induced magnet ization óM ma y ba th serve t o define an order parameter. 

These discontinuities va ni s h if the tri c ritical point is approached 

along th e triple line, H = Hc (T) forT < Tt. This may be described 

by the tricritical exponents Bt r and Bu' Hhich were introduced in sectien 

2. 7, see table 2.7. 1. 
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Conside r fi r st the discontinuity i n the induced magneti za tion 

óM(T). At the triple line, H = Hc(T), M(H) can have two values, which 

are cal led M-(T) as the l i miting value coming from the antiferromagnetic 

r egion, H ~ Hc( T), and M+(T) as the value corresponding t o the disordered 

region,H ~ Hc(T), such that 

óM(T) + 
M (T) (6 . 4. I) 

+ 
The temperature dependenee of M (T) and M (T) can be used to construct 

a "density-field" phase diagram, see fig. 6.4 . 2 . The error bars indicate 

the corrections made by r emovi ng the r ounding off as mentioned in 

section 6.2. 

paramagnet ie 

Me (T) 

antiferromagnetic 

0 1.0 2.0 4.0 

T (K)---

Figur>e 6. 4. 2. 

TempePatuPe dependenee of the indueed magnetization along the phase 

boPdeP H = Hc(T) . FoPT< I .85K thePe is a mixed, antifePPomagne tie

paPamagnetie, state eaused by the di seontinuity in the magnetization. 
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For temperatures below T = 1.85~ fig. 6.4.2 shows the mixed state 

in which paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic domains coexist in varying 

proportions. ForT> 1.85K we have included the value of Mat the 

critical line,which is indicated with Mc(T). 

The vanishing of the discontinuity in the magnetization 6M(T) at 

the tricritical point may be described by the powerlaw, 

(6.4.2) 

Furthermore, in order to investigate whether the discontinuity of M ~s 

symmetrie with respect to the value of the magnetization at the 

1 

L1 M (T) 

1Ö2 ~~--~~~~--~--~~~--~--~~~ 
1Ö3 1Ö

2 
10-

1 
1 

Figure 6. 4. 3. 

Double-logarithmic plot of óM(T), M+(T)-Mt' and Mt-M-(T) versus 

reduced temperature along the triple line for Tt 1.85K and Mt =0.63. 
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tricritical point Mt' we consider the two tricritical exponents S+ and 

e-. cf. table 2.7.1., 

"' (I - T /T ) S+ 
t 

+ 
Sealing prediets that B B = Bu' cf. eqn (2.7.4). 

(6.4.3) 

To check the validity of the powerlaws in eqn (6.4.2-3) we have 

made the usual double-logarithmic plot,as can beseen in fig. 6.4.3. 

The best result was obtained with T = I. 85K and M 
t 

0.63,for which 
t 

+ 
we find B = 8 = 8 

u 
0.72. However, the possible errors involved may 

be quite large and are mainly due to the corrections for rounding off, 

as indicated by the vertical error bars in fig. 6.4.3. In fact, with the 

information of fig. 6.4.3 alone, the tricritical point (Tt,Mt) can not 

be located very precisely. Therefore we shall use a different approach, 

which proves to be more successfull. 

Consider the temperature dependenee of the magnetization for 

H = H (T) in the paramagnetic region, i.e. M+(T) forT< T and M (T) 
c t c 

forT > Tt. As can be seen from fig. 6.4.2, at the point, where the 

À-line Mc(T) and the upper phase boundary M+(T) intersect, there is a 

clear difference in slope, which can be found without first applying a 

demagnetization correction and may serve to locate the tricritical point: 

T I .85 + 0.02K 
t 

0.63 + 0.01 . 
(6.4.4) 

Using these values for the tricritical.point and consirlering the possible 

systematic errors involved in the demagnetization correction, we obtain 

the following values for the tricritical exponents connected with the 

dis continuity in the induced magnetization: 

Bu 0.7 + 0.3 

0.7 + 0.4 (6.4.5) 

8 0.7 + 0.4 
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The larger possible error of 8 
+ 

and 8 is caused by the uncertainity of 
+ 

M If we demand that B B we obtain the same result as for B The 
t + 

u 
theoretica! predietien for these exponents is B = B B = I, see u 
eqn (2.7.10). Although the measurements strongly suggest that the 

exponentsin CsCoCl3.2D20 are smaller, the predietien of theory can nat 

be excluded . 

Attempts to determine the tricritical exponent óu, which may be 

defined as, cf. table 2.7.1., 

1/ó 

Mt - M(H) DJ (1-H/Ht) 
u H < Ht 

1/ó (6.4.6) 

M(H) Mt D2 (H/Ht - I) u H > H 
t 

from the isotherm at T = I .85K, were nat very successful, given the 

large number of adjustable parameters involved . A goed description of 

the data could be obtained with óu in the range 

I. 5 < ó < 4. 
u 

(6.4.7) 

t 0.8 

0.6 

antiferromagnetic 

0.2 

0 4.0 

T (K)-

Figure 6.4.4. 

Temperature dependenee of the staggered magnetization for H = Hc(T) and 

H=O. The fuLL Line through the data points is obtained from the zero 

fi eLd data with Tt = 1.85K. 
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The discontinuity in the staggered magnetization AMst(T) is presenred 

in fig. 6.4.4. Again rather large errors may be involved due to the 

correction for the distribution in the internal field in the sample. 

In fig. 6.4.4 we have added the temperature dependenee of Mst(T) Ln 

zero magnetic field, as it was determined in chapter V, see fig. 5.4. I. 

In analysing the data we found that the values of AM
5

t(T) could 

excellently be described by this zero field result using a simple 

scale factor Tt/TN for the temperature axis, with Tt 1.85K. This LS 

also found from the double-logarithnic plot of A~s t(T) ve rsus reduced 

temperature, which was constructed in order to detect the anticipated 

pow~rlaw behaviour 

6M (T) 
st 

B 
B (1-T/T)tr 
tr t 

(6.4.8) 

Using T = 1.85K we found excellent agreement with the predictions of 

the d=3 Ising model forS=~, as can beseen in fig. 6.4.5. However, 

we must take into account the possible systematic errors in the 

1 

-1 
10 

-2 
10 

-1 
10 

r--:~~~Se:izc::ic"l 6:1
5

t ~:Jl'OSS t he ::rip~e lin..e c:s a .. .J:'?A.n']tion of ""Pedu:Jed 

:;g~era~Ar~~ ~~~~ Tt = I .85K. ~he :~=~ :i~e is ~he d=3 :s~'tg 

::Pcz~~:.-.:"7;~~-:::~: f~:r c:~r: ~!1~:>.-:a~:~ ~1'--~-;i:::::;:Z ::::-~:.n.:;. 
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demagnetization correction, which leads to 

1.85+0.02K 
(6. 4 .9) 

Btr 0 .30 + 0.15K 

The theoretical prediction B : ~. cf. eqn 2.7. 10 , is just outside 
tr 

the region of possible experimental errors and the data strongly 

suggest that Btr is simply equa l to the value of B at an ordinary 

critical point . 

6.5. The magnetic phase diagram 

4.0 r--------.1------.--1----.--1------. 

CsCoCI3 · 2020 

paramagnet ie 

3.0 r- triple line 
TCP -

+ . . r.. . I 
"'~, . . , 

........ ..., 
"' critlcal line 0 ' .:< •,/ ..__" 

u \ 

J: 2.0 r- \ -
\ ., 

\ 
antiferromagnetic I 

I 
I 

1.0 ... I -
I 
I 
I 

Tt I 

I t I I l 
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 TN 4.0 

T (K) 

Fi gur>e 6. 5 . 1 . 

~he ~agne ti~ phase diagram of CsCoCl3.2D20; Hc(O): 2.75 + 0.05 kO e and 

T~ = 3.29 ~ 0 . 02K. ~he tricriti caZ point (TCP) i s l5~ated ~t Tt: 1.85 + O.OIK 

and Ht: 2.70 ~ 0 . 05 kOe. 
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The magnetic phase diagram of CsCoCl3.2D20, as determined from the 

neutron diffraction experiments described above, is presented in fig. 

6.5. I. The Néel temperature of the sample, TN = 3.29 ~ 0.02K, was 

determined from the disappearance of the long-range order in t he (I!O) 

reflection in zero magnetic field. The critical field extrapolated to 

zero temperature was found to be Hc(O) 2.75 + 0.05 kOe . This may be 

considered to be the same value as found with nuclear magnetic resonance 

for CsCoCl3.ZH20, since the data presented in fig. 4.4.2 were not 

corrected for demagnetization. 

In the preceding sections we have demonstrated various ways in 

which the tricritical point can be located. The most reliable 

determinations of Tt Here obtained from the temperature dependenee of the 

intersectien of the (1~0) and (100) intensity versus field curves as 

displayed in fig. 6.2.2, and from the temperature dependenee of the induced 

magnetization Min the parama~netic region for H = Hc(T), see fig. 6.4.2, 

since both methods can be used without the need of first applying a 

demagnetization correction. On the other hand, more accurate va l ues for 

Tt were obtained from the cross-over observed in the field dependenee 

of the staggered magnetization for T > Tt' see fig. 6.3.3, and the 

description of óMst(T) for T < Tt by the predietien of the d=3 Ising 

model, see fig. 6.4.5. 

The different methods all lead to the same result and therefore we 

feel confident that the tricritical point in fig. 6.5.1 may be located at 

1.85 + 0.01 K, 
(6. 5. I) 

Ht 2.70 + 0.05 kOe. 

Using this value for the tricritical temperature the errors of the 

various tricritical exponents determined in t he preceding sections 

may be reduced, which leads to the following set of indices : 

f\ 0.15 + 0.02, 

0. 30 + o. 10, (6.5.2) 

Bu 0.7 + 0.2. 
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These exponents clearly are not in agreement with present 

theoretical predictions, see eqn (2.7.10). 

However, there may be objections against the values for Str and Su 

given in eqn (6.5.2), since the data from which they are obtained do not 
-2 

extend closer to Tt than (I - T/Tt) = 10 . This may be insufficient to 

detect the true tricritical powerlaw behaviour. On the other hand, we 

can not exclude the possibility that along the triple line comparabl e 

cross-over effects are present as found by the determination of St' see 

fig. 6.3.3. In fact, it ma y very well be possible that the triple line 

passes through the wing-c~itical ~egions, which may be thought to 

surround the critical lines of the two coexistence surfaces (wings), 

which,in the three dimensional phase diagram of fig. 2.6.3,extend in a 

symmetrical fashion into the regions Hst > 0 and Hst < 0. 

This c an be investigated by fitting the experimental data of Mst (H,T) 

and M(H,T) to the various ways i n which the equation of state can be 

written at the tricritical point. This may serve as a combined test of 

tricritical point sealing and of the validity of the tricritical exponents 

in eqn (6.5.2). 

For a more direct t e st of tricritical point scaling,using the r esults 

of eqns ( 2 .7.4-7),we need a t least four independent experimentally deter 

mined exponents. It will be clear that the values obtained for S+, S and 

êu as given in eqns (6.4.5) and (6.4.7) can not be ·used, since they are 

not accurate enough. 

6.6. Tricritica l point sea ling 

In section 2.4. we have demonstrated that the sealing hypothesis 

can be used to derive specific predictions concerning the equation of 

state in the vic inity of a critical point. This resulted in the two 

sealing func tions eqn (2.4.1 3) a nd (2.4.16). The same analysi s may be 

appli ed at a tricrit i cal point,where we need to cons ider the therma

dynamie po t ential ~(xl,xz , x3 ) as a func tion of the s ea ling f i e l ds x1,x2 

and x3, which were introduced insection 2.7., see fig. 2.7.1. For our 
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purposes a convenient choise for x 2 and x3 wi ll be 

xz 
H - H (T) 

c 
H 

t 

T - T 
t 

X3 --T--
t 

(6 . 6 . I ) 

The x1 axis poin t s into the direction of the staggered magnetic field and 

wa s not accessible in the present experiment . The tricritical point 

sea ling hypothesis demands that ~( x 1 ,x2 ,x 3) is a generalized homogeneaus 

function of the variables x 1 ,xz and x3 . With the three sealing powers al, 

a 2 and a3 this may be formulated as foll ows : 

(2.7.2) 

should be valid for each value of À. From eqn (2.7.2) a number of sealing 

functions can be der:ived, t\W for the staggered magoetization Mst(H,T) 

and two for the induced magnetization M(H,T), which we shall discuss 

seperate l y. 

6.6. I. Sea ling of the staggered magoe tization 

In order to derive the sealing functions that correspond to the 

staggered magnetization we differentiate bath sides of eqn (2 . 7.2) with 

respect to x 1 , 

(6 . 6 .2) 

I 1
-1 I az For x1=0 and À= x2 , eq n (6.6 . 2) may be written as 

l-a 1 

lxzi~N (o , + 1, st 
(6 . 6. 3) 

az 
By subs titution in eqo (6 . 6.3) of Bt = az and ~ = a)• cf. eqos (2 . 7.6) 

aod ( 2.7.9), we fiod that tricritical point sealing prediets that Mst(H,T) 

divided by l xz ! 6t will be a fun e tion of x I/ only ; 
I xzl <P 
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Tt•1 .85 K 

ft t=0.15 

fitr= 0 .30 

(/' ~ 2.0 

0 .5 1.0 

Fi gure 6. 6. 1 . 

1.5 2 .0 2.5 

Experi mental data of Mst(H ,T) near the tri critical point in CsCoCl 3 . 2D20 

f or 10 i sotherms plotted in the scaled f orm according to eqn (6 . 6. 4) ; 
H- H (T) T-T 

c t 
x2 = H and x3 = T 

t t 

M [a. + s t (6 . 6 . 4) 

lx 3 1
- l / a 3 Alterna tively we may consider À = 1n eqn (6 . 6 . 2) which leads 

to th e different seal ing func t ion 

Mst ( O, x2 , x3) 

lx31B tr 
( 6 . 6 . 5) 
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Tt = 1.85 K 

f3t = 0 .15 

f3tr= 0 .30 

rp = 2 .0 

-50 

FiguY'e 6. 6. 2. 

-75 -100 

ExpeY'imental data of Ms t (H , T) neaY' the tY'icY'itical point in CsCoCl 3 . 2D20 

pLotted accoY'ding to the sealing function eqn (6 . 6. 5). Two bY'anches aY'e 

appaY'ent cOY'Y'esponding to x 3 > 0 and x 3 < 0 Y'espectively . The de finition 

of the vaY'ious symbols can be found in fig . 6. 6. 1. 

In eqns (6 . 6 . 4- 5) t he exponent ~ may be eliminated i n f aveur of t he 

experimentally observed tricr itical exponents Bt and Btr using t he 

re lation 

(6 . 6 . 6) 

In order to t est the two sea l i ng f unc tions of eqn (6 . 6.4- 5) we used the 

experimental data of 10 iso t hermsin the temperature r egion 1. 6K < T < 2. 3K. 

Only the data in the vicinity of the phase border were us ed , 
- 3 -1 

5 .1 0 < -x2 < 10 for which the influence of the distribution in 

i nternal fields in the sample was less than 5% . A large number of 
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sealing plots were constructed f or different combination of the four 

parameters Tt' Bt' Btr and ~- Good data collapsing was obtained wi t h 

the following set of parameters 

T 
t 

I. 85 + 0.02 K 

Bt 0. 15 + 0.02 
(6 . 6.7) 

f\r 0.3 + 0.1 

~ 2.0 + 0.2 

This r esult was nat affected by consiclering only the data points in the 

immediate vicinity of the phase boundary lx2 1 < 10-2 ar away from 
-2 

Hc(T), lx2 1 > 10 , nor if only the data corresponding toT > Tt ar 

T < Tt were used. If sealing was attempted with the classical exponents 

B =! and B =!, as given in eqn (2 .7.10), the data collapsing was 
t tr · 

definitively poorer as already indicated by the limits given in eqn 

(6.6.7). 

An example of the data co llapsing near t he tricritical po int of 

CsCoCl3.2D20 is shown in figs. 6.6. 1-2, cf. fig. 6 .3.1 and 6.4.1. No 

evidence could be found for c ross-over, which for T=1 .90K might be 
x3 x 

expected, cf. fig. 6.3.3, at lx 1 11~"' 0.26 and ~" -1 4 in f ig. 

6.6.1 and fig. 6.6.2 respectivefy . In fact, the scatter of the data 

points in figs. 6.6.1-2 compares with the experimental scatter. 

6.6.2. Sealing of the induced magnetization 

The two sealing functions corresponding to the induced magnetization 

M(H,T) that can be derived from eqn (2.7.2) are: 

M*co, x2 , x3) 
M*[o, X3 J 

I 1
1n 

+ I, 
I x2l 1 /~ xz u 

(6.6.8) 

and 

M*co, x2 , X3) 
M*[o. 

x2 
+ IJ. 

lx3l u ~· 
(6.6.9) 

For the sealing we shall use the normalized magnetization r-t' (0, x2 ,x3) 
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Fig. 6. 6. 3 . 

rp = 2.0 

f3u=0.67 

.Su = J .O 

Sealing of the induced magnetization near the t ricritical poi nt in 

CsCoC1 3.2o2o according to eqn (6.6.8). TWo branches are apparent 

corresponding to x2 < 0 and x2 > 0 respective ly . The de fi nition of 

the various symbols is given in fig . 6.6 . 1. M* is defined in eqn (6.6.10). 

M*co, 
M( H,T) - M(Hc,T) 

x2 , x3) M 
T > T t 

t 
(6.6.10) 

M(H,T) - l1 

"' t M (0, X2, x3) M T < T 
t t 

In eqns (6.6.8-9) the exponent ~ rnay be eliminaeed 1n favour of the 

tricr itical exponents Bu and óu using th e re la tion 

8 ó 
u u 

(6. 6. I J) 

In order to test the sealing func tions of eqns (6. 6.8-9) the data of 

the same 10 isothe rrns in the ternperature region I .6K < T < 2 . 3K were 
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Figure 6. 6.4 . 

cp = 2.0 

f3u= 0 -67 

Su-3 .0 

-

Sca~ing of the induced magnetization near the tricritica~ point in 

CsCoCl3.ZD20 according to eqn (6 . 6. 9) . TWo branches are apparent 

corresponding to x 3 > 0 and x3 < 0 respect ively. The definition of 

the various symbols is given in fig . 6.6.1. M* is defined in eqn (6 . ê .J0 j . 

used for which the influence of the distr i but ions in in t ernal fields in 
- 3 , I - ~ the sample were les s than SZ, i . e . 5.10 < 1x2 < 10 . Again a la rge 

number of sealing plots was const ructed for diffe rent combina tions of 

the four parameter s Tt, Mt' Bu ' öu ' and ~. which were varied in or der 

to deter mine the sensi t ivity of the da t a collapsing. Good results we re 

obtained for t he followi ng set of parame t e r s : 

T I. 85 
t 

+ 0.02 K 

M 0.63 
t 

+ 0.02 

8 0 . 6 + 0. 2 
u 

ö 3 . 0 
u 

+ I . 0 

~ I. 9 + 0.5 

for q + 
= s B 

u 
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Examples of the sea ling of the normalized magne tiza tion M* (H ,T) is shown 

in f igs. 6 . 6.4-5, cf. fi g. 6. 3 .1 and fig . 6.4. I. 

When sea ling was attempted wi th the classica l pred i e tien Bu=l and 

6u=2, as given in eqn (2 . 7. 10) , the data collapsing for H < Hc(T) and 

T < Tt was definitively poorer than could be ab tairred within the limits 

g i ven in eqn (6.6. 12). 

6.7 . Discussion and conclusion 

The neut ron di ffractio n mea s urement in a rnagnetic field a long the 

antiferromagnetic- paramagnetic phase bounda ry have established that 

CsCoCl 3.2020 is a metamagnet exhibiting interesting cri tical and 

tri critical behaviour . 

Along th e line of cri ti cal points , H = Hc(T), the critical behavio ur 

was found t o be in agreement with the smoot hness hypothesis. The fina l 

resul t s of these experiments for Tt < T < TN have been collected in 

6 . 3.4. In the vicinity of T = I . 85K and H = 2 .70 kOe the Ms t versus 

fig. 

H. 
1nt 

curves showed a cross-over from a region wi t h B = 0 . 30 t o a region wi th 

B " 0 . I S. This latter region was identified with the tri critical region . 

The smoo th ness hypo thesis may a l so be tested wi thout app l ying a 

demagne ti zation correc tion, if one considers the M versus H curves . 
., st ex t 

The critical behavi our of Mst(Hext)' exponent s· , will be inf luenced by the 

critical behaviour of M(Hint) . This is caused by th e induced demagneti zing 

* field i n the sample. This means that the exponent B i s renormalized as 

pointed out by Fisher ISI , s* = B/( 1-a) . Theory predie t s for a n ordinary 

cr itical points* = 0.35 and at a tricritica l po int s*= 0.5, cf . table 
t 

2.5. I . and eq n (2.7. 10) respec tive l y . An ana l ys is of the exper i rnental 

M (H ) data of CsCoC l 3 . 2D20 along t he phase border f o r I .9SK < T < 3 . 0K 
s t ex t . * 

resulted 1n B 0 . 35 ~ 0.03 in excellent ag r eement with Fi shers predi c tion . 

The data for T I . 8SK show a cross - over from a region with s* 0 .1 9 + 0 . 03 

(Bt/(1-a)) t owards a reg ion '"ith 6~=0 . 36 ~ 0.05 ir. agreement withSt 0. 15 

and a t = 0.6. The same value of a t i s eb t airred by inser ting the experimental 

va lues of Bu 2nd ~in the sealing re l a t ion, eqn (2.7.9), Bu = ~(I-at) . 

The cross - over f o rT = I . 8SK observed in the Ms t(Hext) da t a and the absence 

of cross-over in the M
5

t(Hint) da ta for this t ernperature, cf . fig . 6.3 . 3 , 

sugges t that th e tricritical region depends on the parti cular s ingularity 
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under investigation . However, since we find experimentally s* 
will b e clear that f or a test of the smoothness hypothesis the analys is 

of sectie n 6 .3. is t o be pre ferred. 

Tab Ze 6. ?.1. 

Comparison between the experimentaZ vaZues for the tricriticaZ exponents 

in CsCoCl3.2DzO (present work ) , Dy3Al s0 12 IB- 13 1, FeCl z I 17, !BI , He 3-He4 16,7 1 

and the predictions of theory for a tricriticaZ point (TCP) and a wing 

criticaZ point (CP). The question marks refer to dif i cuZties encountered 

in the anaZysis of the data as mentioned in the text . 

Theory 
CsCoCl3 . 2DzO Dy3Al 5 012 FeCl z He L He4 

TCP CP 

TN (K) 3 . 29 2 .52 23.55 

+ 
(I 00) H ( I I I ) ( I 1 0) (0001) 

T t 
1. 85 1. 66 1. 81 '>-2 1 

H I 2 I = 0 f 0 = 0 = 0 s t 

Sealing yes yes no no 

Ct t 
! 
2 0. I 2 '>-0 . 6 - - -

Bt 
l 0 . 312 0 . 15 + 0.0 2 ? - -4 -

8 tr 
I 0. 312 0.3 + 0 . I - - '>-0 .2 l -

i 
B I 0.31 2 0 . 65 + 0 . 2 0 .65+0 . 05 10.98+0 . 05 0 . 36-1 . I ? u - - -

yu I 1. 25 "' I . 3 I. 3+0 . I 1. 01+0 . 07 -- -
ê 2 5 3 + u - I '>-3 2 . 1+0 . 25 -

q, 2 2 .0 + - 0.2 - - '>-2 

Apart from a test of the smoothness hypothesis,ano t her important 

r esul t obtai ned 1n the present experimen t on CsCoc i 3 . 2DzO is a complete 

set of tricritical expo nents . These have been co llected in tabl e 6.7 . 1. 

along with the theoret ica! predic tions. The tricr i tical exponents of 

CsCoCl3 . 2DzO we re obtained from the usual double-loga rithmic plots 

according t o the powerlaws by which th ey a r e de fined, table 2 . 7 .1., and 

2 . 16 

I . 66 7 

no 

-

-

-

I 

I 

2 

-
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were confirmed by fitting the experimental data to the predictions of 

sealing at a trieritical point. Espeeially the results of sealing are 

conclusive, since the data used to test the sealing functions were hardly 

affected by the distributions of internal fie lds in the sample. Furthermore, 

the sealing functions are apparently not influenced by cross-over effects 

as indieated by the result 8t = 0. IS ~n excellent agreement with the 

value obtained by explicitely using the cross-over as a guide. 

Befare we discuss the discrepancy between the set of exponents 

obtained in the present work and the predictions of theory, we shall 

first review the experimental results reported up to now for other 

systems exhibiting a tricritical point; these have been included in 

table 6.7.1. 

He3-He4 mixtures have provided the first experimental test of the 

present description of tricritical points. In this system the transition 

of normal fluid to superfluid He4 is known to decrease in temperature 

with the addition of ~e 3 down to T = I .667K and X 0.67; X is the He3 
t t 

eoneentration. Below this point in the density-field, (XT)-phase diagram 

the He 3-He4 mixture exhibits a first order phase separation into two 

phases; a He3-rieh normal fluid and a He4-rich superfluid phase. The 

thermadynamie variables relevant to He 3-He4 mixtures may be identified 

with those of a metamagnet as fellows, ef . figs. 6.4.2 and 6.4.4: 

magnetization M X, the He3 eon.centration 

staggered magnetization M
5

t I~ I, the superfluid order parameter. 

The superfluid order parameter 1~1 is not aecessible in an experiment. 

The s ubsidiary trieritical exponents, subscript u, conneeted with the 

non-ordering density X have all been obtained experimentally and 

were in agreement with the theoretica! predic tions 16,71; B =1, 6 =2, 
u u 

yu= l, vu=l and nu=l. Attempts to verify the smoothness hypothesis, by 

measuring the weak divergence a conneeted with the concentratien 

fluctua tions as a function of the ehemical potential along the À line, 

havenotbeen suecessful J7 1. 

Dysprosium aluminium garnet, Dy3Al 5012 (DAG), has the garnet cubic 
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crystal structure with eight molecules (24 Dy+ions) in the unit ce l l. 

The space group is Ia3d (OG0) and a= 12.04 R. The ordered antiferromagnetic 

state of DAG is complex, since each magnetic moment is constrained to its 

own local z-axis by the crystalline electric field. The rnagnetic unit ce ll 

1s identical with the chemical cell, TN = 2.518K ls l . 

The magnetic structure consists of three identical interpenetrating 

antiferrornagnetic structures, which have their magnetic rnornents along 
4- -+ -+ • 

the + a-, ~ b-, and the ~ c-direct1on. If a magnetic field is applied 

along one of the symmetry directionsof the crystal, (100), (I JO) and 

(I I 1), there is a phase transition in which two, four, and six sublattices 

are involved respectively. 

Nearly all the experiments in DAG have been performed with the 

magnetic field along the (I IJ) direction. Wolf et al. 191 determined 

Bu = 0.65 + 0.05 and yu = I .3 ~ 0. I near the tricritical point Tt I .665K 

and Ht = 3.37 kOe. These results have been verified with sealing by 

Tuthill et al. 1101, lvho found good data collapsing with Bu = 0.65 and 

6u = 3. However, attempts to determine the exponents connected with the 

staggered magnetization by means of neutron diffraction failed, since 

Mst(H) did not vanish at the phase border, but was found to have a tail 

persisting into the pararnagnetic region I I I I. Application of the magnetic 

field along the (100) and (11 0) direction gave rise to similar "S" shaped 

M (H) curves 11 I I. This effect was interpreeed in terros of a staggered 
st 

field in the sample, induced by the external magnetic field, which i ~ DAG 

may interact differently with t he up and down sublattices. In fact, a l l 

the spins directed along the positive local z-axis, have one chemica l 

surrounding, lvh ile the local symmetry of the opposite spins is rotated 

by 90° about the spin direction. This interpretation of the neutron 

diffraction experiments has partly been confirmed by Alben et al. ! 21 

using a group theoretica! analys is , which showed that such an induced 

staggered magnetic field may be present with the magnetic field along 

the (I IJ) direc tion, but will be zero when a magnetic field is applied 

along the (I 10) and (100) directions . A mechanism to calculate the 

magnitude of the induced staggered field has been proposed by Giorgiano 

and Wolf 112 1, Hho found H "I Oe for H along (111). The i nfluence of 
st 

such a small staggered field on the tricritical behaviour may be ques-

tioned. Recently ,the same authors reported for H along (IlO) 113 ! : 

6 2. I + 0.25, B = 0.98 + 0.05 and y 
u - u u 

1.01 ~ 0 .07, in good agreement 

with the c lassical predictions, but no evidence was found f or l ogarichmic 

correction terros predicted by theory for d = 3 . 
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The metamagnet FeC12 has the rombohedral crystal structure space 

group RJm with one molecule per unit cell. Usually one considers the 

larger hexagonal unit cell, which contains three molecules and has the 

dimensions a= 3.603 ~ and c = 17.536 R I 141. The structure may be 

described by layers of Fe
2

+ions separated in the !-direction by layers 

of Cl ions. In the antiferromagnetically ordered state, TN = 23.55K I 151, 

spins within each ab-plane are coupled ferromagnetically, with the spin 
->-

a x is along the c-direction, and adjacent ab-planes are coupled antiferro-
->

magnetically. When.an external magnetic field is applied along the c-

direction a metamagnetic phase transition takes place, Hc(O) 10.6 kOe. 

A tricritical point was found by Jacobs and La\vrence 1161 at Tt " 20.4K. 

Recently, Griffin and Schnatterly I 171 reported the results of op-

ti cal measurements. They found Tt = 20.8 + 0.3K, Bu 1.1 + 0.3, ·-+ 
0.2 and 0.4, uncertainities give B = 1.0 + (3 = 1.1 + the we he re - -

represent the 3-standard-deviation statistical errors from the least-

squares fits only. Furthermore, Birgeneau et al. liS I reported the 

results of neutron diffraction experiments. The staggered magnetization 

was obtained directly from a superlattice reflection and the induced 

magnetization was obtained from the flipping ratio of polarized neutrons 

at a nuclear reflection. The magnetization data were nat accurate enough 

to correct for demagnetization and were used only to determine the M-T 

phase diagram. Along the critical line the results were, s* = 0.35 + 0.04 

* and Bt = 0.37 ~ 0.03, independent of the direction of approach to the 

À-line, in agreement with the renormalized exponents of CsCoCl3.2~20 

given above. The tricritical point was found from the decrease of the 

critical scattering at T 
+ 

" 0.36, B 

21.15 + O.IK. The tricritical exponents were: 

I and ~ " 2. This difference between 

8+ and (3 contradiets the predictions of sealing at a tricritical point. 

This might be caused by an induced staggered magnetic field in FeCl2 

for H < l:ic (T), but this possibi li ty is excluded by Alben et al. 121 . 

However, it will be clear that the results reported for FeCl2 

must be judged with care, since there is a clear contradietien between 

the optical and the neutron diffraction results and none of these data 

have been compared with sealing as yet. 
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In table 6.7.1. we have not included the results obtained for the 

order-disorder transformation in ND4Cl 121 I, for which the phase 

diagram as a function of pressure and temperature exhibits a tricritical 

point. Yelon et al. 121 I report Bt " o. 16' which is in àgreement with 

the value of Bt ~n CsCoCl3.2D20, but the results a long the À-line we re 

found to be not in agreement with the smoothness hypothesis. 

The predictions of theory for a tricritical point and an ordinary 

critical point are found to be different. This is caused by the 

existence of an additional density with critical fluctuations at a 

tricritical point. Hence the tricritical points may be characterized 

as the simultaneous instability point of the system to two types of 

critical fluctuations I 191. Renormalization group techniques have 

shown that tricritical phenomena behave classica! in dimensions less 

than four, in contrast to ordinary critical phenomena. For d=3 Riedel 

and Wegner 1191 found, fora model appropriate to He 3-He4 mixtures, 

that the classical exponents remain to be valid, but the powerlaws in 

the tricritical region will be modified with logarithmic correction 
Bt Bt 

terms 141, e.g. E ~ (E lnE) . The same result was obtained 

by Nelson and Fisher 1201 fora layered metamagnet such as FeC1 2 . At 

a wing critical point, which should be accesible with an induced 

staggered magnetic field in the sample, ordinary critical behaviour 

is expected 1201. 

As can beseen in table 6.7.1., the tricritical exponentsof 

CsCoCl3.2D20 determined in the present experiment show a striking 

similarity with these reported for Dy3Als01 2 , with the magnetic field 

along (I I 1). At first glance, this suggests the presence of an induced 

staggered magnetic field in CsCoCl3.2D20. However, according to the 

group theoretica! analysis of Alben et al. 121 we may èxclude the 

possibility of a staggered magnetic field,which has its wave vector 
_,_ 

along the b-direction. 

On the ether hand, if the mechanism proposed by Giorgiano and 

Wolf I 121 is correct, the induced staggered magnetic field in Dy3Als012 

may be estimated to be " I Oe and it is hard to accept that this is 

sufficient to destray the tricritical behaviour, especially the results 

obtained by sealing 1101. 
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Therefore, we conclude that, under the restrictions mentioned above, 
> 

CsCoCl3.2020 and Dy3Al501 2 • with H along (lil), represent a type of 

metamagnetic transition, which at the tricritical point ha s non-classi ca l 

exponents. 
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SAMENVATTING 

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een onderzoek m.b.v. elastische neutronen

verstrooiing aan magnetische systemen, waarbij speciale aandacht wordt 

geschonken aan fase overgangsgebieden. Na een korte inleiding wordt in 

hoofdstuk II de huidige theoretische kennis behandeld in de vorm van drie 

hypothesen: 

I. De schaal hypothese: een generalizatie van de klassieke Landau theorie. 

Hiermee kunnen uitspraken gedaan worden over de toestandsvergelijking 

in het kritische gebied waar de klassieke theorieën (v.d. Waals en 

molecuulveld theorie) falen. 

2. Universaliteits hypothese: het singuliere gedrag in het kritische 

gebied zal alleen afhangen van de dimensionaliteit van het rooster 

en van het aantal vector componenten dat bij de ordening betrokken is. 

3. Smoothness hypothese: langs een lijn van kritische punten blijft het 

singuliere gedrag onveranderd. 

In hoofdstuk III wordt beschreven hoe verstrooiing van thermische 

neutronen gebruikt kan worden om kritische gebieden van magnetische 

systemen te onderzoeken. De interpretatie van de experimenteel waarge

nomen werkzame doorsnede wordt behandeld door het in rekening brengen 

van de invloed van het oplossend vermogen van de spectrometer. 

Het experimentele gedeelte van het proefschrift is vervat in de 

hoofdstukken IV-VI, waarin een onderzoek beschreven wordt naar de magnetische 

phase overgangen in CsCoCl3.2H20 en CsCoCl3.2D20. 

In hoofdstuk IV ligt de nadruk op het vastleggen van de magnetische 

structuur en het bepalen van de interactie constanten. Gebruik wordt ge

maakt van de informatie verkregen uit neutronen metingen (Petten), kern

spinresonantie en de magnetische soortelijke warmte (TH Eindhoven). 

Hieruit blijkt dat CsCoC1 3 .2H20 als een ééndimensionaal magnetisch 

systeem beschouwd mag worden. 

In hoofdstuk V wordt d.m.v. kritische neutronen verstrooiing in de 

buurt van het Néel punt het kritisch gedrag bepaald in nulveld (H=O). 

Gevonden wordt dat het gedrag van de lange-afstandsordening drie-dimensionaal 

is terwijl de fluctuaties in het systeem één-dimensionaal zijn. 
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In hoofdstuk VI worden de metingen 1n een magneetveld beschreven. 

Door het kritische gedrag bij de overgang van de antiferromagnetische 

structuur naar de paramagnetische structuur te vergelijken met de re

sultaten van hoofdstuk V bij TN wordt de smoothness hypothese getest. 

Volledige overeenstemming wordt gevonden binnen de nauwkeurigheid van 

het experiment(~ 10%) in het temperatuurgebied 1.85K < T < 3.3K. 

Beneden Tt = 1.85K verandert de fase overgang in magneetveld in een lijn 

van tripelpunten. Het eindpunt van deze lijn wordt geidentificeerd met 

een trikritisch punt, d. w.z. een snijpunt van drie kritische lijnen. 

Het singuliere gedrag in de buurt van het trikritische punt wordt 

onderzocht en een volledige set van trikritische exponenten wordt 

bepaald. Aangetoond wordt dat deze exponenten voldoen aan de schaal

wetten, maar numeriek niet in overeenstemming zijn met de voorspe l 

lingen van de theorie. 
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STELLINGEN 

behorende bij het proefschrift van A.L.M. Bongaarts 

I. Het is raadzaam om de "smoothness" hypothese en de universaliteits 

hypothese te onderscheiden. 

R.B. Griffiths, Phys. Rev. ~' 545 (1973). 

Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk II, § 2.5. en § 2.6. 

2. De waarden voor de intraketen interactie 1n CsCoC1 3.2H20 bepaald 

met spincluster resonantie en magnetische critische verstrooiing 

door respectievelijk Herweyer et al. en Bongaarts en Van Laar, 

zijn inconsistent en onjuist. 

A. Herweyer, W.J.M. de Jonge, A.C. Botterman, A.L.M. Bongaarts, 

and J.A. Cowen, Phys. Rev. ~' 4618 (1972). 

A.L.M. Bongaarts and B. van Laar, Phys. Rev. B6, 2669 (1972). 

Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk IV en V. 

3. De numerieke waarden van de tricritische exponenten in CsCoCl3.2D20 

zijn niet in overeenstemming met de huidige voorspellingen van de 

theorie. 

Dit proefschrift, Hoofdstuk VI, § 6 . 7. 

4. De experimentele bepaling van een geinduceerd alternerend ("staggered") 

magneetveld in Dy 3Al 5ü 12 door Blume et al. is aan twijfel onderhevig. 

M. Blume, L.M. Corliss, J.M. Hastings, and E. Schiller, Phys. 

Rev. Letters~' 544 (1974). 

5. Het vinden van een magnetische monopool sluit het bestaan van quarks 

of dyonen niet uit. 

P.B. Price, E.K. Shirk, W.Z. Osborne, and L.S. Pinsky, Phys. Rev. 

Letters 22, 487 (1975). 

6. Bij experimentele onderzoekingen naar de Stanley-Kaplan overgang kan 

gebruik worden gemaakt van de mogelijkheid om in de nabijheid van een 

bicritisch punt de anisatrapie gedeeltelijk te compenseren. 



7. De magnetische structuren van CoClz.6DzO en CoBrz.6DzO, zoals 

bepaald door respectievelijk Benoit et al. en Hijmans et al., 

zijn onjuist. 

H. Benoit, W. Ghidalia, J.P. Legrand, and J.P. Renard, 

J. Phys. (l'aris) E_, C 1151 (1971). 

J.P.A.M. Hijmans, W.J.M. de Jonge, P. van der Leeden, and 

M.J. Steenland, Physica ~. 76 (1973). 

8. De berekening van de vorm van de Campton lijn, zoals gegeven door 

Weiss, kan aanzienlijk vereenvoudigd worden . 

R.J. Weiss, X-Ray Determination of Electron Distributions, 

North-Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam (1966), p 183. 

9. De kosten, die samenhangen met de aanschaf of het bezit van een 

plezierjacht, dienen bij de berekening van het belastbare inkomen 

niet verder als aftrekpost in aanmerking t e komen, dan tot het 

niveau van de daaruit verkregen of te verkrijgen vermogens inkomsten. 

10. In Nederland valt de afname van de gemiddelde gezinsgrootte samen 

met een verhoogd huisdieren bezit. 

A.L.M. Bongaarts 19 december 1975. 




